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This thesis titled "EPR Studies of Superconductors" needs some 
specification. Superconductors have been broadly divided into two classes: 
(1) Liquid-Helium superconductors 
(2)Liquid nitrogen superconductors or high temperature superconductors. 
Our study is related with the high temperature superconductors. 
Bednorz and Muller first discovered La2.xBaxCu04 high temperature 
superconductor(HTSC) in 1986. Since then extensive efforts have been 
made to synthesize new materials with higher Tc and more stable 
superconducting properties. The search of new materials with higher Tc 
resulted in finding HTSC compounds like YBa2Cu307_5 (Tc *90K), 
Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 (Tc « 110K), Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3Oi0 (Tc » 125K) and 
HgB'a2Ca2Cu308 (TC« 134K) which exhibit highest transition temperature of 
their respective groups. From fundamental point of view, the basic problem 
is to understand mechanism of high temperature superconductors. But till 
now, no serious consensus could be developed among scientific community 
about its mechanism. One of the most striking results obtained from the 
studies of high temperature superconductors (HTSC) and its related 
compounds is the EPR silence. As copper is present in all these compounds 
and it is experimentally suggested to be in divalent state, the observed EPR 
silence is extremely intriguing. 
For basic studies which aim understanding of the properties of HTSC, 
the La2.xMxCu04 [ M=Ba,Sr] is best suited because of its simple structure, 
higher stability and wide variation in their properties on changing Sr-
concentration. In view of this, we have chosen 214- superconductors for our 
study. The compounds chosen are-
1. La2Cu04 
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2. Lai.giSro.igCuO .^ 
3. Lai 94Bao.o6Cu(j4 
4. Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 
The main experimental technique employed in our study is the 
electron paramagnetic resonance. But the high temperature superconductors 
are known to be EPR silent. The seat of the superconductivity is supposed 
to be the CuC>2 plane which is present in all the superconductors. Cu-ion in 
the Cu02 planes of the superconductors are ordinarily not accessible by 
EPR.However, on quenching the superconducting materials, some Cu-0 
bonds are broken and EPR spectra are obtained from a variety of species 
consisting of different combinations of copper and oxygen, which provide 
rich information about the physics and chemistry of the materials. The 
quenching has been done by directly dropping the substance from a 
temperature a little higher than its preparation temperature into liquid 
nitrogen bath. Our study has been carried out in quenched materials. 
On quenching, Cu02 plane is broken into fragments of various sizes. 
The bigger fragments do not yield EPR signal because the original 
antiferromagnetic ordering of Cu02 plane still remains intact; the 
intermediate ones give broad signals, shifted towards low field compared to 
the g=2 position and among the smaller fragments, spectra from Cu-
tetramers (CuO)4,Cu-dimers (CuO)2 and Cu-monomers have been recorded. 
The spectra of these Cu-clusters have been analyzed and Spin-Hamiltonian 
parameters determined. Though similar Cu02 planes are present in all the 
superconductors, the spectra of tetramers, dimers and monomers obtained 
from different superconductors are not alike.lt is expected that different 
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types of tetramers, dimers and monomers with different oxygen attachments 
and surroundings axe generated in different cases. 
In all the quenched materials, the spectra from Cu-tetramers are quite 
common and intense. As Cu-tetramer (CuO)4 is the unit cell of the all 
important two-dimensional Cu02 plane, its spectra assume a special 
importance. It has been noted that in (CuO)4 units, the spins of the four Cu-
ions have been ferromagnetically coupled, whereas in the unbroken Cu02 
planes, there is antiferromagnetic ordering of the spins. From the occurrence 
of isolated Cu-tetramers [ (CuO)4 ] in the quenched superconductors, as 
detected by EPR , it has been inferred that the magnetism plays an important 
role in the mechanism of high temperature superconductivity. 
Other highlights of this work are following: 
1. It has been observed particularly in Lai.854Sr0.i46CuO4 that the spins are 
confined to two-dimensional Cu02 plane. 
2. Cu-tetramers have been observed in quenched superconductors as well 
as in non -superconductors ( which are parent or related materials of 
the cuprate high Tc superconductors). But there is a difference. The 
pentet level of the 4 one-half spin system seems to be the ground state 
of the superconductors and the singlet levels, the ground state of non-
superconductors. A 4 one-half spin system is essentially 16-fold 
degenerate and the Heisenberg isotropic exchange splits it into 6 
levels; one pentet, three triplets and two singlets. This statement is 
justified by studying the temperature variation of the spectra of non-
superconductor CaCu02 and superconductor LaL854Sr0.i46CuO4 as 
discussed in chapter 5. 
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3. In the compounds La2-xMxCu04 [M=Sr,Ba], Tc depends upon x 
(concentration of M). Attempt has been made to explain this 
phenomenon in chapter 4. 
4. In the temperature variation study of Lai^Sro.^CuC^, at about 100K, 
the EPR spectrum shows instability and unusual behaviour and this has 
been interpreted as the signature of quantum stripes formation. This is to 
the best of our knowledge, the first detection of quantum stripes 
formation by EPR. The discussion is in chapter 5. 
5. Cross relaxation seems to take place between the Cu spins of the 
tetramer and a hole lying in the space occupied by the tetramer. It may 
explain the poor resolution of the spectral lines and abrupt change of the 
intensities of individual lines during angular variation study. 
The contents of the thesis have been organized in six chapters. 
Chapter 1, gives an introduction to the electron paramagnetic resonance 
and its basic concepts .A short description of the instrumental setup is 
included with specific attention to the JEOL,JES-RE2X,ESR spectrometer 
employed in the present work. 
Chapter 2,is a review of the status of EPR studies of lanthanum 
based high temperature superconductors and its related compounds. 
The next three chapters of the thesis deal with the results of 
the experimental work carried out on La2Cu04, LaoiSro.^CuO^ 
Lai.94Bao.o6Cu04 and Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 systems. 
Chapter 3, deals with EPR study of deoxygenated La2Cu04. After 
quenching the La2Cu04 powder, some small crystallites were obtained 
which gave direction dependent EPR spectra.Such crystallites were selected, 
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embedded in wax and angular variation study was performed. Spectra from 
Cu-tetramers and monomers were obtained and analyzed. 
In chapter 4, EPR study of single crystals of LaL8iSr0.i9CuO4 and 
Lai.94Bao.o6Cu04 after quenching has been done.In these cases two sets of 
Cu-tetramers have been observed and their angular variation in different 
crystallographic planes have been studied.From the angular variation 
studies the Spin-Hamiltonian parameters were determined.The x 
dependence of Tc in La2.xBaxCu04 and La2.xSrxCu04 have been explained. 
Chapter 5,deals with EPR study of Lai.854Sr0.i46CuO4 after 
quenching.The spectra showed effects of ageing and time variation of the 
spectra was monitored for 10 days after which EPR signals disappeared.At 
one stage,the signature of quantum stripe formation was also noticed in the 
material.At each stage, the spectra have been analyzed. 
Chapter 6, summarizes the highlights of this work. 
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PREFACE 
Since discovery of high temperature superconductivity in La2-xBaxCu04 by 
Bednorz and Muller in 1986, the extensive efforts have been made to 
develop new materials with higher Tc and more stable superconducting 
properties.The search of new materials with higher Tc resulted in the finding 
of new systems like YBa2Cu307-8 ( Tc « 90K), Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu30io (T> 110K), 
Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu30io (Tc * 125K) and HgBa2Ca2Cu308 (TC« 134K) which 
exhibit highest transition temperature of their respective series. From 
fundamental point of view, the basic problem is to understand mechanism 
of high temperature superconductors. But till now, no serious consensus 
could be developed among scientific community about its mechanism. One 
of the most striking results obtained from the studies of high temperature 
superconductors (HTSC) and its related compounds is the EPR silence. As 
copper is present in all these compounds and it is experimentally suggested 
to be in divalent state, so the observed EPR silence is extremely intriguing. 
For basic studies which aim at understanding of the properties of 
HTSC, the La2.xMxCu04 [ M=Ba,Sr] is best suited because of its simple 
structure, higher stability and wide variation in their properties on changing 
Sr/Ba-concentration. In view of this, we have chosen 214- superconductors 
for our study. The compounds chosen are-
1. La2CuC>4 




The main experimental technique employed in our study is the 
electron paramagnetic resonance.But the high temperature superconductors 
are known to be EPR silent.The seat of the superconductivity is supposed to 
be the Cu02 plane which is present in all the superconductors.Cu-ion in the 
Cu02 planes of the superconductors are ordinarily not accessible by 
EPR.However,on quenching the superconducting materials, some Cu-0 
bonds are broken and EPR spectra are obtained by variety of species 
consisting of different combinations of copper and oxygen, which provide 
rich information about the physics and chemistry of the materials.The 
quenching has been done by directly dropping the substance from a 
temperature a little higher than its preparation temperature into liquid 
nitrogen bath.Air quenching has not been found to be very efficient. 
On quenching,Cu02 plane is broken into fragments of various 
sizes.The bigger fragments do not yield EPR signal because the original 
antiferromagnetic ordering of Cu02 plane still remains intact, the 
intermediate ones give broad signals quite shifted towards low field 
compared to the g=2 position and among the smaller fragments spectra from 
Cu-tetramers (CuO)4, Cu-dimers (CuO)2 and Cu-monomers have been 
recorded. The spectra of these Cu-clusters have been analyzed and Spin-
Hamiltonian parameters determined. Though similar Cu02 planes are 
present in all the superconductors, the spectra of tetramers, dimers and 
monomers obtained from different superconductors are not alike. It is 
expected that different types of tetramers, dimers and monomers with 
different oxygen attachments and surroundings are generated in different 
cases. 
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In all the quenched materials, the spectra from Cu-tetramers are quite 
common and intense.As Cu-tetramer (CuO)4 is the unit cell of the important 
two-dimensional CuC>2 plane, its spectra assume a special importance. It has 
been noted that in (CuO)4 units, the spins of the four Cu-ions have been 
ferromagnetically coupled, whereas in the unbroken Cu02 planes, there is 
antiferromagnetic ordering of the spins. From the occurrence of isolated Cu-
tetramers [ (CuO)4 ] in the quenched superconductors, as detected by EPR , 
it has been inferred that the magnetism plays an important role in the 
mechanism of high temperature superconductivity. 
The contents of the thesis have been organized in six chapters. 
Chapter 1, gives an introduction to the electron paramagnetic resonance 
and its basic concepts. A short description of the instrumental setup is 
included with specific attention to the JEOL,JES-RE2X,ESR spectrometer 
employed in the present work. 
Chapter 2, is a review of the status of EPR studies of lanthanum 
bases high temperature superconductors and its related compounds based on 
literature survey. 
The next three chapters of the thesis deal with the results of the 
experimental work carried out on La2Cu04,Lai.8iSro.i9Cu04, 
Lai.94Bao.o6Cu04 and Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 systems. 
Chapter 3, deals with EPR study of deoxygenated La2Cu04. After 
quenching the La2Cu04 powder, some small crystallites were obtained 
which gave direction dependent EPR spectra.Such crystallites were selected, 
embedded in wax and angular variation study was performed.Spectra from 
Cu-tetramers and monomers were obtained and analyzed. 
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In chapter 4, EPR study of single crystals of LaL8iSro.i9Cu04 and 
La1.94Bao.o6Cu04 after quenching has been done. In this case two sets of Cu-
tetramers have been observed and their angular variation in different 
crystallographies planes have been studied. From the angular variation 
studies the Spin-Hamiltonian parameters were determined.The x 
dependence of Tc in La2.xBaxCu04 and La2.xSrxCu04 have been explained 
with the help of a model. 
Chapter 5,deals with EPR study of Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 after 
quenching.The spectra showed effects of ageing and temporal behavior of 
the spectra was monitored for 10 days after which EPR signals 
disappeared.At one stage,the signature of quantum stripe formation was also 
noticed in the material.At each stage, the spectra have been analyzed. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the highlights of this work. 
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BASIC CONCEPTS OF 
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE 
1 
1.1. Introduction 
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is the main experimental 
technique employed in our study reported in this thesis. For easy reference, 
we present a brief introduction to theoretical and experimental development 
of EPR. 
The first experimental observations on EPR were reported by 
Zavoiski[l] in 1945 in Russia and a little later by Cummerow and 
Haliday[2] in U.S.A.In 1947, for the first time, Bagguley and Griffith[3]in 
England could perform an experiment at 9.4 GHz in the X-band of 
microwave frequencies and this is the frequency which is commonly used in 
the study of EPR. This EPR technique is now used in different branches of 
science like Condensed Matter Physics, Chemical ,Material and Biological 
sciences for fundamental research. 
1.2. Theory of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance 
Atoms or ions possessing resultant angular momentum acquire magnetic 
moment. When they are placed in an external magnetic field, there is 
preponderance of magnetic moment orientation along the magnetic field and 
the substance develops paramagnetism; i.e., a net magnetic moment in the 
direction of the magnetic field. The contribution to the resultant angular 
momentum comes both from orbital motion as well as intrinsic spin of the 
electrons. Electron paramagnetism is found in the following [4]: 
1. Atoms,molecules and lattice defects possessing an odd number of 
electrons,for examples: free sodium atoms,gaseous nitric oxide(NO),organic 
free radicals such as CH3",diphenyl picryl hydrazyl(DPPH); F centers in 
alkali halides. 
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2. Free atoms and ions with a partly filled inner shell i.e.,the group of 
elements containing 3d,4d,4f,5d electrons. 
3. A few compounds with even number of electrons such as O2 having 
ground state with partly filled molecular shell. 
4. Metals and semiconductors with unfilled conduction bands. 
Paramagnetic ion has magnetic moment associated with it and its 
ground state is degenerate in the absence of an external magnetic 
field.Whenever,this ion is placed in a static magnetic field, degeneracy is 
removed and the levels undergo 'Zeeman splitting'.This Zeeman splitting is 
somewhat different from the Zeeman splitting observed in Optical 
spectroscopy where splitting produces fine structure in main electronic 
transitions. In EPR, transitions between Zeeman levels themselves, mostly 
of the ground state are detected.Application of oscillating magnetic field 
induces magnetic dipole transitions between Zeeman levels and in the 
process, there is absorption of energy from the oscillating field.Variation of 
static magnetic field, shows a series of maxima depending upon the system 
under investigation. The plot between absorption energy and magnetic 
field is called the EPR spectrum and the phenomenon itself is known as 
electron paramagneic resonance. 
The magnetic moment of an atom or ion will be-
u=-gPJ (1.1) 
where, g is spectroscopic splitting factor and |3 is the Bohr magneton which 
is given by-
(3=e h/47imc=9.27410x 10"21 erg/gauss 





Where,Mj takes values from J,J-1, -J and there will be (2J+1) 
equally spaced energy levels. 
For the sake of simplicity,we consider the case of single spin with no 
orbital moment i.e., S=l/2 ,L=0, J=l/2 then multiplicity will be (2J+1)=2 
and Mj=± 1/2.Now in this case Eq. (1.2) becomes 
U±1/2=±l/2gPH (1.3) 
When microwave radiation of frequency v(energy hv)is applied 
perpendicul-
ar to the magnetic field H,magnetic dipole transition takes place between 
adjacent levels given by selection rule 
AM=±1 
U1/2-U.1/2=gPH=hv 
or hv=g(3H (1.4) 
Where,h is Planck's constant and Eq. (1.4)is called resonance condition. 
The splitting of a degenerate electronic level(Ms=±l/2) in a magnetic field 
has been shown in Fig. 1.1. 
1.3. EPR Spectrum as Derivative Curve 
The EPR spectrum can be obtained by plotting intensity of absorption 
against the strength of applied magnetic field. However, the preferable way 
to represent EPR spectrum is as derivative curve in which the first 
derivative of the absorption is plotted against the strength of the magnetic 
field.The number of peaks in the absorption derivative curve can be 
determined from the number of the minima or maxima.The peak height of 
4 
Ms=±l/2 y / 
^+V29pH 
h» = gpH 
/ 
Fig f.»l Energy levels for S=l/2 electron in a magnetic 
field and corresponding EPR signal. 
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absorption- or derivative curve does not provide much information.But,the 
total area covered by the derivative curve is proportional to the number of 
unpaired electrons in the sample and by comparing the number of electrons 
with a standard sample, number of electrons in unknown sample can be 
calculated. 
1.4 Spectroscopic Splitting Factor 'g' 
The spectroscopic splitting factor g is a tensor quantity. For a free 
electron its value is 2.0023 but this value is slightly modified in 
molecules.If there is no additional splitting then Eq.(1.2) is valid. The total 
angular momentum is generally expressed by symbol S which is the 
effective spin of the system [10] and then, 
UMs=gpHMs (1.5) 
Due to the mixing of the wave functions and the choice of the quantization 
axis, the g-factor become anisotropic and is described by symmetric tensor 
of rank2. 
g= 
Ixx gxy gxz 
&yz (1.6) =yx &yy 
I gzx gzy 
The g value in x.y plane can be obtained by the following equation 
g2=gxx2 cos29+gyy2 sin20+gxy2sin29 (1.7) 
Similarly g value equations in yz and zx planes can be written.If magnetic 
field is applied in a direction with direction cosines(l,m,n) with respect to 
the principal axes, the energy values are given by Eq.(1.5) where g value is 
given by the following relation. 
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g2=l2gxx2+mV+n2gzz2 (1.8) 
In the case of cubic symmetryjg^g^gzz i.e.,the g-factor becomes isotropic 
and is independent of the choice of the axes.But in the case of axial 
symmetry gxx==gyy=gj.; gzz=g| and Eq.(1.8) reduces to-
g2=gl2cos20+gx2 sin29 (1.9) 
The experimentally observed g-value does not match completely with 
the theoretically predicted g-value based on the static crystal field 
approximation. It is also found that spin interaction in crystal differs from 
those observed in free ions. The magnitude of the orbital part of the 
magnetic moment is found to depend on the crystal field and is usually 
different for different directions of H i.e., it shows the angular variation and 
from which symmetry of the crystal field can be determined. 
1.5 Internal Crystalline Field Effects 
In EPR active substances, the splitting of energy levels can take place 
under the action of two types of fields namely internal crystalline field and 
applied magnetic field. In the absence of any electric or magnetic field the 
different combinations of orbital quantum number L and spin quantum 
number S have same energy, and the ion will have an energy level (2J+1) 
fold degenerate. If an electric field (produced by ions in the surrounding 
lattice)acts on the ion, the degeneracy of the levels will be removed because 
different quantum states have different energy levels. Depending upon the 
magnitude of crystalline field with respect to other interactions, it is 
generally classified into three main classes. 
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1.5.1 Weak Crystal Field 
If the effect of the crystal field is relatively small so that L and S 
coupling still holds then the total angular momentum vector J will precess 
about the direction of the crystalline field and the energy levels will split 
into different components depending upon different values of J i.e.Mj 
quantum number. Rare earths and actinides compounds are good examples 
of this type, where the unpaired electrons are somewhat shielded from the 
direct effect of the crystalline field. 
1.5.2 Intermediate Crystal Field 
In this case, the crystal field interaction is greater than spin-orbit 
interaction, so coupling between L and S is broken down and each precesses 
about the direction of electric field and J ceases to be a good quantum 
number .The different energy levels will be defined by the ML and M s 
quantum numbers.lt is usually found that the splitting produced by 
intermediate crystalline field and ML is very large(about 10 cm* ) and hence 
only lowest level is populated at ordinary temperatures. The best examples 
of these are hydrated salts of the iron group,where the unpaired electrons are 
most directly affected by the crystalline field. In such cases,the lowest field 
is (2S+l)-fold degenerate in spin and some of this degeneracy also may be 
lifted by the crystal field to produce small zero field splitting of the energy 
levels. 
1.5.3 Strong Crystal Field 
In this case, the effect of the crystal field can be very strong, so that it 
not only breaks coupling between L and S but also coupling between one 
electron and another. For the ions of 4d and 5d transition groups, there is 
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tendency of covalent bonding due to which the orbitals of the paramagnetic 
ions and neighboring ligands overlap appreciably. In this case spins tend to 
pair off under Pauli exclusion principle and the effect corresponding to odd 
electron spin left over is obtained. 
1.6. The Role of Relaxation Processes in EPR 
The relaxation processes play very important role in sustaining 
population difference between the energy levels. This population difference 
is essential for occurrence of EPR. Whenever, microwave radiation is 
incident on the specimen sample, it tries to equalize the population in 
corresponding energy levels. As soon as population in two levels becomes 
equal, it will not be possible to absorb microwave power further i.e., no 
EPR signal. But in practice we observe EPR because of certain interaction 
of spins with its environment. There are two basic relaxation 
processes(spin-lattice and spin-spin interaction)which are involved in 
sustaining the population difference between the energy levels. 
1.6.1 Spin-Lattice Relaxation 
In spin-lattice relaxation process energy transfer takes place from 
spin system to the lattice and the mean time required for this energy transfer 
is called spin-lattice relaxation time Ti. Spin-lattice relaxation occurs via 
mainly three mechanisms. 
(a) Direct Process 
In direct process, for two level system, relaxation occurs through 
transfer of energy from a single spin to a single vibrational mode of crystal 
lattice which lias essentially same frequency as needed in EPR [5]. When 
relaxation is through direct process, spin-lattice relaxation time x^l/H T 
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and is independent of spin concentration. The direct process is important at 
low temperatures only i.e. below 4K. 
(b)Raman or Indirect Process 
At high temperatures, Raman process becomes predominant. In this 
process", a phonon is inelastically scattered in the process of flipping a 
spin.Energy is conserved and this process is found to be strongly dependent 
on the temperature. When T<9D, ijocl/T7 and for T>9D,Tiocl/T2 where 6D is 
the Debye temperature, 
(c) Orbach Process 
In this process, there is absorption of a phonon which excites the spin 
system to a much higher level (Fig. 1.2) at an energy A above the ground 
doublet. It is then followed by the emission of another phonon of slightly 
different energy so that the magnetic ion is indirectly transferred from one 
level to the other of the ground doublet. This process is strongly 
temperature dependent. 
1.6.2. Spin-Spin Relaxation 
Spin-spin relaxation is the process in which spin can exchange energy 
themselves, instead of giving it back to the lattice. In the frame work of this 
process, mainly two types of interactions i.e. dipole-dipole and exchange 
interaction have been identified. 
(a)Dipole-dipole Interaction 
The dipole-dipole interaction arises from the influence of magnetic'field 
of one paramagnetic ion on the dipole moments of neighboring ions. Each 
such ion may be regarded as a magnetic dipole which will be precessing in 
the applied magnetic field. Its component in the direction of the applied 
field will have a steady value, and this will produce an extra magnetic field 
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Fig. 1.2 A schematic illstration of Orbach process. The 
paramagnetic ion has ground doublet, with levels 
(a),(b) at energies 0, hV together with an 
excited state (c) at much greater energy . The 
photons at frequencies A, Arhri are absorbed 
or emitted by direct processes, causing 
transitions a 4—• c and b •*-* c. [Ref. 8] 
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at the neighboring paramagnetic ions which alters the total field value 
slightly and this alteration of field causes shifts in energy levels. This effect 
is found to vary with angle of the applied field, and the contribution of each 
neighboring dipole will have an angular dependence of the form (3Cos20-l) 
where 6 is the angle between the lines joining dipoles and the direction of 
the applied field. 
First order spin-spin interaction is independent of both magnetic field 
strength and temperature and the only way to reduce broadening of this 
effect is to move the paramagnetic ion further apart by diluting the salt with 
isomorphous diamagnetic equivalent. The spin-spin interaction falls of 
rapidly with distance and in calculating the line width it is usually necessary 
to consider the immediate neighbours. The line shape produced by this 
interaction is more or less Gaussian but not so sharp at the peak, 
(b) Exchange Interaction 
If in a paramagnetic compound, paramagnetic ions are close enough i.e. 
separation of the magnetic ions is less than 0.5 nm, exchange interaction 
may occur between them which can alter the line width considerably. If the 
spins are identical, the effect of exchange is to narrow the lines at the center 
and widen at the wings but reducing the width at half maximum. The line 
shape approximaites to a Lorentzian. 
The anisotropic exchange generally comes into the picture when 
magnetic ions have anisotropic g-tensors, even if the exchange interaction 
between the true spins of the ions is itself isotropic. Anisotropic exchange 
interaction may also give rise to the broadening of the resonance line. 
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1.7. Line Broadening 
There are many type of interactions which influence the line 
width.However, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle sets the ultimate 
minimum width AEAt>>K, where AE is the uncertainty in energy and At is 
the uncertainty in time spent by the electron in energy levels. Using hAv for 
AE, the uncertainty in resonance frequency corresponds to a half width 
AV=1/2TCT where x corresponds to the relaxation time. 
The various sources which cause line broadening are dipole-dipole 
interaction between spins, spin-lattice relaxation, interaction of spins with 
radiation field, exchange interaction, motion of unpaired spins in microwave 
field, diffusion of spin system, excitations through the paramagnetic sample, 
hyperfine interactions, anisotropy of splitting of spin levels, dipolar 
interactions between spins with different Larmor frequencies and 
inhomogeneities in applied d.c. magnetic field. 
1.8. Spin-Hamiltonian 
In an EPR active system, the unpaired electron is neither isolated nor 
free. It frequently interacts with a variety of nuclei and electrons in various 
degrees. So the magnetic field H in Eq. (1.4) becomes sum of various 
components. The observed spectrum contains information about different 
local fields acting on many electrons.In Quantum Mechanics, the energy of 
electrons is obtained from the total Hamiltonian which is written as follows 
[6-9]. 
X- ^o+^cr+^so+^ss+^z+4f+^q+^n+^e (1.10) 
The various terms in Hamiltonian ( ) are due to: 
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&o= free electron 
#cr=Ciystal field 
r? s^o==electronic spin-orbit interaction 
»^ss==electronic spin-spin interaction 
^ z == interaction of electron with external magnetic field 
^^Interact ion between the electron and nuclear magnetic moment 
r?^ =quadrupole interaction 
^a~ interaction of nuclei with external magnetic field 
» e^= exchange interaction between two types of electrons. 
The first three terms (&0&a and ^so)usually corresponds to the energies 
relevant to the transitions in the visible and IR regions and are not observed 
in EPR. Practical EPR spectroscopy concerns itself mainly with fine 
structure ^ s s , Zeeman splitting # z and hyperfine interaction ^f, as nuclear 
Zeeman and quadrupole interactions are negligibly small. 
The best way to consider all energy contributions in EPR is to express 
them in following form including nuclear Zeeman and quadrupole terms-
^s=p.S.g.H+S.D.S+S.A.I-pNH.gN.I+I.Q.I (1.11) 
Where, S and I are the electronic and nuclear spins respectively. The first 
term in the Eq. (1.11) represents Zeeman interaction with the applied 
magnetic field H. D in the second term represents the quadrupolar coupling 
to the crystal field. The third term expresses hyperfine interaction between S 
and I, the fourth term represents the quadrupolar coupling between nuclear 
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spin I and the electric field gradient of the ion. These tensors are 
diagonalized in a system of orthogonal axes known as principal axes. In 









gx?gy,gz and Ax, Ay, Az are components of g and A tensors respectively 
along principal axes. 
1.9. Fine and Hyperfine Structures 
When a paramagnetic ion is positioned in a diamagnetic host system, 
the surrounding diamagnetic ion will give rise to an electric field at the site 
of the paramagnetic ion. The degeneracy of energy levels can be removed 
by this electric field and generate a fine structure which appears when the 
splitting is small enough so that the levels are populated and the resonance 
transition lie within the dielectric limit of EPR.Interactions like spin-orbit 
coupling, electron spin-spin coupling and the Stark effect of an 
asymmetrical crystalline electric field are generally responsible for the fine 
• structure. The transition between Zeeman levels are neither equally spaced 
nor of equal in intensity and their relative positions will depend on the 
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orientation of the crystal in magnetic field because crystalline fields are 
anisotropic in miture being governed by the symmetry of the crystal. 
Hyperfine interactions are mainly because of interaction between 
electronic magnetic moment and nuclear magnetic moment of the 
paramagnetic ion. The quartet structure in the EPR of Cu2+ ion and octet in 
the EPR of Vo ion are the results of hyperfine interactions. The origin of 
this can be interpreted simply by assuming that the nuclear magnetic 
moment produces a magnetic field H, at the magnetic electrons and 
resonance condition (1.4) is modified to-
hv=gp|H+Hj (1.13) 
where, Hn takes up (21+1) values and I is the nuclear spin. 
The interaction energy in terms of hyperfine splitting constant A can be 
written as-
Ehf = AS.I (1.14) 
The value of hyperfine constant gives idea about the effect of covalency of 
the paramagnetic ion with the ligands. R.S.Title [10] studied the 
paramagnetic resonance of Mn ion in variety of host lattices and from 
these observations, he concluded that hyperfine interaction constant 
decreases linearly with the increase of covalency. 
1.10. Specifications Of EPR Spectrometer 
Our EPR investigations were carried out on a JES-RE2X,JEOL(Japan) 
X-band ESR spectrometer. Detailed specifications of the spectrometer[ll] 
used in present study are as follows: 
• Reference frequency 8.8-9.6 GH 
• Sensitivity 
• Resolution 
• Frequency stability 
• Microwave output 
• Cavity mode 
• Detection method 
• Magnetic field modulation 
• Magnetic field sweep method 
• Magnetic field sweep mode 
• Magnetic field sweep width 
• Mode 
• Recorder 
• Magnetic field sweep time 
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1.0xl014/T(withl00kHz 
magnetic field modulation) 
47 mG can be resolved with a 5mm 
sample tube at 100 KHz modulation 
lxlO"6 
0.1 uW-200mW variable(minimum 
0.00 l(i W,optional) 
TE0 ii,cylindrical 




Direct read-out and linear field sweep 
Single sweep,repetitive sweep, 
external input sweep 
35 steps of 0,1,1.5,2.5,4,5,7.5 
x0.01,0.1,1,10,100 
Selectable from among DY,DYT,YT 
DYT type 
0.5,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128 min/360mm 
(when observed on recorder and 
oscilloscope)0.1,0.2,0.5, l ,2,5,10,20 
sec. (when observed on oscilloscope 
only) 
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• Chart width DY:250(W)-360(L)mm 
DYT:Dy'swidthx 1.5,2 and 3 
YT:0.5,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128 
min/360mm 
• Oscilloscope 228mm persistence type 
• Magnetic field interval 62mm(44mm;optional) 
(at the center) 




• Magnetic field variable range 
Magnetic field homogeniety 
• Main coil 




Residual magnetic field-1300mT 
(Tap44mm:1700mT) 
±5«10"6/effective sample volumat 
330 mT 
Low impedance cooling type 
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EPR Study of La- Based 
High Tc- Superconductors and its Related 
Compounds: A Review 
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2.1. Introduction 
High temperature superconductivity was first discovered in 
La2.xBaxCu04[l]. Since then several high temperature superconducting 
materials have been discovered with higher transition temperatures. A lot of 
theoretical and experimental work have been done on them. We are 
reviewing here the EPR work done on La-based high temperature 
superconductors and its related compounds. Electron paramagnetic 
resonance(EPR) is a strong experimental tool to study the spin dynamics 
and interaction of Cu ion with its neighboring ions. High temperature 
superconductors (HTSC) and its related compounds are supposed to be EPR 
active because majority of copper ions are in Cu state as has been 
indicated by nuclear magnetic resonance, neutron scattering, photoemission 
and muon spin resonance studies [2-6]. With this expectation a lot of EPR 
studies have been reported on HTSC and its related compounds but 
unexpected EPR silence in HTSC and its related compounds insisted 
systematic and detailed EPR study of these compounds. But now it has 
been nearly established that pure superconductors are EPR silent [7-12]. 
Whatever signal is observed in them is attributed either to the phase 
separation or to the related compounds. The HTSC have been studied by 
EPR doped with paramagnetic impurities in their structure. 
2.2., EPR Investigations of Parent and Related Compounds of 
Lanthanum Based HTSC 
The parent and related compounds in 214-series superconductors are 
CuO,BaCu02 and SrCu02. 
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2.2.1. CuO 
EPR study of CuO seems to be important because of its presence in 
all cuprate HTSC and its related compounds. At very low temperature it is 
described as 3D antiferromagnet with two magnetic transitions at 213 K and 
230 K [13] above which the compound is supposed to be in paramagnetic 
state. The short range magnetic order has been reported from various 
magnetic studies [14-16]. From early reports, CuO is found to be EPR silent 
[17-19] and this EPR silence was attributed to strong antiferromagnetic 
exchange interaction [9,20 ]. Yu et al. [21] observed a strong signal near 
1600 gauss and this half-field signal was attributed to two Cu"" exchange-
coupled S=l system and the half field line corresponds to AM=2 transition. 
Annealing of CuO gave interesting spectra at high temperature (>500 C°); 
two signals appeared at 500 C° [22] and intensified with the rise in 
annealing temperature. Spectra obtained from CuO [23] were found to be 
sample dependent i.e., spectra changed from sample to sample. In one batch, 
when annealing of CuO was done complex spectra appeared and to resolve 
the mystery of the complex spectrum, sample size was reduced and under 
differnet conditions of sweep width, receiver gain, chart speed and 
modulation width, it was noticed that the g*3.12 signal showed 7 lines as 
shown in Fig.2.1 and when smaple was annealed at 800 C 13 line pattern 
(Fig.2.2) was observed. These 7 line and 13 line patterns were attributed to 






F i g . 2 . 1 . EPR spectrum of CuO annealed a t 700°C 
s ingle s i g n a l a t g c £ 3 . l 2 with 7 
components. [Ref. 23] 
showing a 





BaCu02 has been studied extensively [20,24-26] because of possibility 
of its presence as impurity phase in superconducting samples, because the 
temperature of formation of BaCu02 lies in the same range as for HTSC (i.e. 
850-950 °C).BaCu02 has been reported to be ferromagnetic from magnetic 
susceptibility measurement[27]. Yu et al.[21] found very broad EPR 
signal(AH^3750 gauss and g=2.09) at room temperature which is consistent 
with the suggestion that BaCu02 is ferromagnetic. They also found that the 
compound is unstable in air and on exposure to air the broad signal 
disappeared and is replaced by three strong and narrow lines at g=2.184, 
2.093, 2.039 respectively. Mesquita et al [24]studied the temperature 
variation and time evolution of EPR spectra of BaCu02+x and they found 
that line intensities and resonance fields change considerably. Some 
workers[28] found a sharp line with anisotropic g factor as shown in the 
Fig.2.3. N.Guskos et al.[29] found that at room temperature BaCu02+x 
exhibits a typical powder spectrum with g values gx=2.041, gy=2.103 and 
gz=2.223 but for oxygenated sample these values are gx=2.057, gy=2.120 
and gz=2.210, these values are in agreement with earlier reported 
values[30]. But EPR spectra reported by Mesquita et al.[24] were not 
observed, probably because of different conditions of preparation of sample 
or oxygen content.The temperature variation of oxygenated and 
nonoxygenated samples gave some important conclusions about ordered 
and disordered oxygen in the crystal structure. Troc et al. [31] made EPR 




Fig. 2.3 EPR spectrum of BaCu02 taken at RT showing signal 
with anisotropic g-factor [Ref. 28] 
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suggested presence of ferromagnetically correlated spins but no long range 
magnetic order could be noted upto 4.2 K and EPR results strongly suggest 
the presence of the spin-glass phase. 
2.2.3. SrCu02 
EPR spectrum [32] of SrCu02 without or with quenching, showed 
only two signals. One in the region of g«2 and the other in the region of 
g«3. The latter signal was assigned to Cu-dimer species. The g«2 signal had 
not shown splitting into 4 components as observed in the similar compound 
BaCu02. The reason for this difference has been assigned to the difference 
in electronic band structure [27,33,34] and magnetic properties of SrCu02 
and BaCu02. 
2.3. EPR Investigations in La2.xMxCu04 [M=Ba,Sr] 
La2Cu04 and its Ba and Sr doped HTSC have been reported to be EPR 
silent [7-10]. But several workers obtained EPR spectra in these compounds 
attributed to different origin like impurities, phase separation etc. 
2.3.1. La2Cu04 
Puche et al.[35] observed a weak signal at gy =3.04 and gi =2.06 
and attributed to a small concentration of isolated Cu . Yu et al. [21] found 
a weak line at g« 2.08 of isolated Cu2+ but this line intensified in oxygen 
annealed samples. Three peaks at g=l.97,2.06 and 2.41 were observed by 
H.Thoman et al.[36] which are characterstics of isolated Cu in a slightly 
distorted axially symmetric geometry.They also observed half field signal at 
low temperature and was attributed to ferromagnetically coupled Cu-dimer. 
When La2Cu04+6 was quenched from 470 K to 4.2 K [37] a strong Cu2+ like 
signal observed as shown in Fig.2.4. The presence of non-resonant 
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Fig. 2.4. EPR spectrum of oxygen treated La2Cu04+£ 
sample, fast quenched from 470 K to 4.2K 
[Ref. 37] 
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fluxoids.The signals observed here were attributed to the presence of 
isolated spin polarized clusters containing one localized hole. The signal 
was partially saturated under high microwave power. Szymczak et al.[38] 
obtained EPR spectra from crushed single crystal of La2Cu04+s (5«0.05)and 
the spectrum shows typical nature of powder spectrum of Cu2+ with g|| = 
2.355 and gj. =2.098. A spectrum showing hyperfine like structure (A«140 
gauss) was also observed which is rather unusual for a Cu-hyperfine pattern. 
2.4.2. La2.xMxCu04 
During the search of literature, we could not find much EPR work 
on La2.xBaxCu04 . The reason for it may be advent of La2.xSrxCu04 with 
better Tc, so people started work on this compound. Yu et al. [21] could not 
find any EPR signal in Lai gsBao.isCuQ*, this EPR silence is consistent with 
the suggestion that there is negligible concentration of localized Cu in this 
compound [39]. The conduction electron EPR could not be observed 
because of very short spin-lattice relaxation time above Tc. 
Kataev et al.[40] recorded EPR spectra of Lai.82Sro.i8Cui_xZnxCu04 
and from their EPR findings they inferred that the replacement of the copper 
ions by the non-magnetic zinc ion leads to the formation of complexes with 
localized magnetic moments.In contrast to above results, Janes et al [41] 
and Janes and Ewards [42] could not observe any intrinsic EPR signal in 
La2Cui_xZnxCu04 and Nd2Cui.xZnx04 at sufficienly high temperatures. 
Intrinsic EPR spectra in single crystal of La2.xSrxCu04 for Sr-concentrations 
0.07<x<0.20 have been observed [43]. The intrinsic origin of EPR signals 
have been evidenced by its angular dependence of the resonance field for 
c||H to c_LH as shown in Fig.2.5 (b) and representative spectra in 
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Fig. 2.5(a) EPR spectra in ^ a^ Sr CuO^- at 45K at 
two different crystal orientations. 
(b) Angular dependence of the resonance 
field by rotating the c-axis with 
respect to the magnetic field. [Ref.43] 
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S=l/2 with uniaxial symmetry. The g-factor varied with the variation in Sr 
content for T< 120K; the g-factor increases with increasing temperature and 
the effect diminishes for optimum doping (x=0.15).Minima in line 
width(AH) have been observed for all Sr-concentrations at temperature T ^ 
and above T^,, the line width increases linearly at the rate of 27 G/K without 
significant dependence on Sr-concentration.This increase in line width has 
been attributed to the spin-lattice relaxation via the delocalized charge 
carriers[43].B.l.Kochelaev et al. [44] observed an intrinsic EPR signal in 
Lai.925Sr0.075CuO4 at 50K, typically attributed to S=l/2.From their EPR 
investigations, they argued the presence of three-spin polarons. Such type of 
quasi particle has already been proposed by Emery and Reiter [45] and in 
detail by Frenkel et al.[46]. 
2.4. EPR Investigations in La2.xMxCu04[M=Ba,Sr] Doped 
with Additional EPR Probes 
Now, it is commonly believed that the high temperature 
superconductors are EPR silent. This intriguing EPR silence prompted 
several workers to make EPR study in La2.xMxCu04 [M=Ba,Sr] doped with 
"}4-
EPR probes to get some clue about spin dynamics and interaction of Cu 
spins with doped spin probes like Mn2+,Fe3+,Gd3+ and Er3+ etc. 
2.4.1. Doping with Manganese(Mn ) 
H.Kikuchi and Y.Ajiro [47] observed a definite EPR signal at room 
temperature in (La1.xBax)2Cu04 doped with Mn2+ ions with no hyperfine 
structure corresponding to g=2 value. This observed signal is typical of the 
Mn ions in the magnetically concentrated system. This fact is important in 
the sense that the doped Mn2+ ions are not isolated from the host Cu2+ ions 
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but coupled magnetically with them. Two typical samples La2Cu04:Mn 
and (La1.xElax)2Cu04:Mn2+ show a drastic difference in temperature 
dependence of resonance field and line width. There is a strong evidence of 
magnetic slowing down in non-superconducting samples. No appreciable 
change could be observed in EPR spectrum across TN which suggest that the 
spin fluctuations do not change across TN. In case of superconducting 
samples with a doping concentration x>0.02 very rapid spin fluctuations in 
the whole temperature range is shown and never shows magnetic slowing 
down. 
M.Onoda and M.Sato [48] carried out EPR of (Lai.xSrx)2Cu04 doped 
with 1% Mn'+ ions as spin probe. In contrast to Kikuchi and Ajiro [47],they 
observed magnetic slowing down associated with the progressive freezing of 
Cu-spins for the superconducting samples (La^Sr^CuO^ also. A distinct 
change of relaxation rate was noticed at the transition from superconducting 
to normal phase with increasing x. It seems to be due to the difference 
between magnitudes of spin fluctuations in these phases. The nearly 
temperature independent [48] g-factor for the compounds with x>0.025 
indicated an absence of the AF short range ordered phase (i.e. spin-glass 
phase) for both superconducting as well as nonsuperconducting compounds 
in the temperature range 10K-300K. For the normal metallic compounds 
Charring relation is approximately valid at low temperatures, the spin-spin 
interaction between isolated Cu~ -ion and doped Mn -ion seems to become 
dominant for the relaxation mechanism. The spin-spin interaction was found 
to reduce extremely for x=0.075, which might be restated with the 
occurrence of highest Tc in the present system [48]. 
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The EPR study on similar systems [47,48] gave quite different 
results.So it is very difficult to compare results from different laboratories. 
This may be because of dependence of their properties on number of 
parameters like annealing procedure, Sr concentration, oxygen stoichiometry 
and preparation procedure of sample etc.,. These difficulties may be reduced 
upto some extent by preparing the sample under similar conditions and 
paying attention to well defined preparation procedure for all samples. 
Kochelaev et al. [49] studied La2.xSrxCu04 doped with Mn to examine 
spin dynamics of this system. Samples of (Lai.xSrx)2Cui.yMny04+8 with 
0<x<0.3 and 0<y<0.06 were prepared by usual solid state reaction route.To 
ensure same oxygen content in all samples with same manganese 
concentration, samples have been given a common annealing treatment. 
Using special annealing program authors tried to keep oxygen content close 
tO 4(5«0)These samples gave characteristic EPR unresolved Lorentzian line 
with g«2 in the temperature range 30K<T<300K . A representative spectrum 
of the Mn" resonance absorption has been shown in Fig.2.6. The line width 
was found to change with temperature as has been shown in Fig.2.7 for 
(Lai.xSrx)2Cui.yMny04+5 (x=0.1, 0<y<0.06 ). From detailed analysis of these 
results it was found that the paramagnetic Curie constant seemed to reduce 
almost by 60% as compared to a typical Mn"+ ion [49]. The line width above 
minimum depends inversely on the Mn-concentration while it depends 
linearly on Sr-concentration. The strong exchange coupling between Cu and 
Mn ions and of the closer coincidence of their Larmor frequencies, the 
system shows a collective motion of the total magnetic moment of the Mn 
and Cu ions. The rapid increase of EPR line width at low temperature can be 
















T = 32.7K 
H(KG) 
2 + in La1>8Sr0>2Cu0i92Mn0>0204 Fig. 2.6 EPR spectra of Mn 
at 32.7 K (lower curve) and 113.1 K (upper 
curve)[Ref. 49] 
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2 + Fig. 2.7. Tempeaure dependence of Mn line width for 
different Mn concentrations (0.01 4 y i 0.06) 
in La. -,Srn ,Cu. Mn 0. . The solid lines 1.7 0.3 l-y y 4 
represent the results of model fits [Ref. 49] 
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filed splitting, local magnetic field fluctuations, spin glass behaviour, dipolar 
interaction etc. 
2.4.2 Doping with Iron (Fe3*) ion 
Fe + ion is another suitable EPR probe which can be doped in the 
cuprate HTSC. Cu is substituted by Fe in the Cu02 plane and it 
participates in the spin dynamics of these planes. In Fe3+ substituted 
La2.xSrxCu04, iron plus copper is expected to be responsible for EPR 
spectrum. The dc conductivity of La2.xSrxCu1.yFey04 at room temperature 
has been found strongly dependent on the concentration of Sr and Fe 
[50].With increasing iron content almost linear decrease of the conductivity 
is observed for three sample series investigated. 
Sienkiewicz et al.[51] and Cieplak et al. [52] studied magnetic properties 
of the La]
 85Sro.i5Cui.yFey04 (y=0-0.1) in the vicinity of metal-insulator (MI) 
transition using static susceptibility and EPR of the Fe3+ ions. The critical 
concentration yc for which superconductivity is suppressed is of the order of 
0.018. Spin-glass freezing is present for all nonsuperconducting samples.The 
iron EPR line broadens on approaching the freezing temperature, similar to 
the effect observed in canonical spin glasses. In order to reduce the skin 
effect, EPR measurements have been done both on polycrystalline as well 
as on powdered materials. The EPR spectra at different temperature for 
Lai.85Sro.i5Cuo.973Feo.o2704 are shown in Fig.2.8. The line with g value of 2.0 
corresponds to iron doping as a function of temperature. The variation of 
line width AH(T) and resistance p(T) with temperature has been shown in 
Fig.2.9. The low and high temperature behaviour of line width and its close 
relationship with dc resistance has been interpreted[51,52] as a consequence 
of Fe-Fe dipole interaction at low temperature and Fe-Fe RKKY interaction 
at high temperature. The localization effects strongly influence the RKKY 
1 2 3 1 + 5 
MAGNETIC FIELD (KG) 
Fig. 2.8. EPR spectra at different temperatures 
i n La1.85SrO.15Cu0.973Fe0.027O4- F r o m 
figure it is obvious that a narrow 
EPR line can only be observed at 
intermediate temperature [Ref. 51] 
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The inset 
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 rain v 
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La1.85Sr0.15Cu0.976Fe0.024(V 
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interaction and it is expected that the localization effects are enhanced in the 
vicinity of impurities. This seems reasonable because iron impurities have 
3+ valence and therefore may attract negative charges. 
Shengelaya et al.[53] made susceptibility and EPR measurements on 
La2.xSrxCuo.995Feo.oo504 with x (0-0.25). For EPR measurements the pieces of 
La2.xSrxCuo.995Feo.oo504 ceramics were finely ground into powder in order to 
reduce the skin effect. They observed EPR signal in all the samples except 
for x=0 and x=0.25. The line shape of the signal was Lorentzian and 
symmetric throughout temperature range. The Lorentzian line shape 
suggests the existence of exchange narrowing process and symmetric shape 
indicates that the skin depth is larger than the grain size. The resonance field 
of the spectra (g«2) corresponds to the g-factor for Fe3+ ion. Below Tc they 
could not record EPR spectra because of high noise level in the 
superconducting state. 
The spin-lattice relaxation in metals is described by Korringa 
relaxation[54] which corresponds to the EPR line width; AH=a+bT . 
Where, b=7rKB/gP J2 NF2 (2.1) 
Here J=exchange interaction integral between the localized moments and 
charge carriers. 
NF=density of states at Fermi level. 
In the case of La2.xSrxCuo.995Feo.oo5Cu04 the Korringa slope b increases with 
Sr doping [53] from under to over doped regions. In this sample with Sr 
concentration x=0.25 the line width was so large that they were not able to 
record EPR spectra. It may be stressed here that NF in Eq.(2.1) describes 
density of states(DOS) of delocalized charge carriers because these carriers 
are responsible for spin-lattice relaxation. 
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The line width vs. temperature dependence gave two different regimes 
of Fe-spin relaxation i.e. at low temperature spin-spin relaxation and at high 
temperature spin-lattice interaction is dominant. From Korringa contribution 
to line width[53], they were able to evaluate the variation of the DOS at the 
Fermi level (NF) with Sr concentration.Combined effect of spin fluctuations 
and carrier localization at low temperature can be used to decide the 
broadening of the EPR line. 
Shengaleaya et al.[54] studied the effect of hydrogen absorption in 
Lai.g9Sro.nCuo.995Feo.oo5CuC>4 by EPR. Before hydrogenation, sample gave 
symmetric EPR line with g« 2 due to Fe3+ as had earlier been observed by 
the authors [53]. Hydrogenation does not affect line shape and g-value but 
gradual decrease in intensity is observed. This decrease in intensity [55] can 
be explained in terms of hole neutralization by hydrogen electrons and AF 
ordering is restored. 
In hydrogenated samples a weak narrow resonance line located at g« 
4.26 was also observed along with the main line. The intensity of this 
(g=4.26) line gradually increases with hydrogen content and its temperature 
[54] and obeys Curie law. This EPR line may originate from Fe3+ ions being 
under influence of strong non-axial crystal electric field [56,57]. There is 
another possibility of g«4 line which may be from exchange coupled Cu 
dimers with effective spin S=l(so called "half field" transition). But this 
possibility is ruled out because in La181Sro.iiCu04 this signal could not be 
observed when it was hydrogenated. So it seems from Fe ions are in a 
strong, non-axial crystal electric field. EPR study of hydrogenated 
La1.89Sr0.i,Feo.oo5Cuo.99504 revealed that DOS does not depend on hydrogen 
concentration. 
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2.4.3 Doping with Gadolinium (Gd ) 
Among the rare earths Gd3+ is an important EPR probe which has been 
readily doped in HTSC materials and its doping made possible to determine 
the magnitude of gap, and density of states at Fermi surface NF and spin 
dynamics of Cu . 
Kataev et. al.[58-62] made EPR study on Lanthanum based 
superconductors doped with Gd3+ ions. To determine effect of strontium 
doping on EPR of gadolinium ions, EPR study was performed on (Lai.98 
Gd 02)1.85 Sr0.i5 Cu04 [58] and it gave seven line pattern as shown in Fig.2.10 
and attributed to fine structure of Gd3+ ion (S = 7/2). The distance between 
outermost components has been found to be ~ 7 kG and individual width of 
single line is found to lie in the interval 300 - 900G. The positions of lines 
do not vary with temperature but their widths increase slightly on lowering 
temperature. The modification in line width upon doping (i.e. decrease in the 
width of the individual component) can be attributed to the RKKY exchange 
interaction and the appearance of a linear temperature dependence in their 
behaviour is associated with Korringa relaxation of Gd3+ spins. 
The widths of individual components of the EPR spectrum of 
La2.x-y Gdy SrxCu04 depend on both Sr concentration x and the temperature 
of recording of spectra [59,60]. The line width at high temperature are 
governed by Korringa type relaxation and follow AH=a + b T dependence on 
temperature. From their EPR and resistivity measurements on 
La2.x.ySrxGdyCii04 [59] they established a relationship of transition 
temperature Tc on b. 
Tc = aexp(-pb-1/2) (2.2) 
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Fig. 2.10. Fine structure of the ESR spectrum of 
GcT ion [Ref. 58] 
(1) In Laug8Gd0>02CuO4 
(2) In (La 1 9 8Gd 0 > 0 2) 1 8 5Sr 0 15 Cu04 at 
T = 41 K 
(3) The signal is same in super-
conducting state at T = 25 K 
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where a and P are adjustable parameters. From these results they 
asserted that a universal relationship between Tc and DOS in this compound 
exists and is given by ~ 
d(ln(Tc) / d (1/NF ) = constant (2.3) 
The constant here can serve as characteristic of binding of quasiparticle. The 
study of only one of the HTSC compounds with simplest structure and low 
value of Tc is not reliable enough to conclude whether observation of 
dependence of Tc on the DOS is also applicable to other series. So other 
series should be also tested for dependence of Tc on DOS. 
C. Rettori et al. [63] recorded EPR spectra of Gd3+ in single crystal of 
La2.xSrx Cu04+5 as a function of temperature T, angle 0 between external 
magnetic field and the b-axis of the crystal, oxygen content, microwave 
frequency and Sr - concentration (0<x< .024). The vacuum or oxygen 
annealed samples were found to show very small variation in crystal field 
parameters and g values. They observed spectra from four magnetically 
nonequivalent crystallographic sites indicating twinned crystal. At room 
temperature the broadening of individual line was found to be « 300-400 
gauss. The results obtained from EPR study are in good agreement with 
magnetic structure inferred from neutron scattering experiment [64] and 
internal magnetic field was estimated to be (650+ 30) gauss located in be 
plane. 
EPR measurements on LaBaCuO and LaSrCuO ceramics doped with 
Gd3+ [65,66] with varying temperature were found to show a linear Korringa 
like behaviour AH= a+ bT for all Sr- concentration (0.08<x<.025) and T> 
60K. The authors noticed the dependence of Korringa slope b on Sr-
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concentration x [66] and found it to be b=8.35(x-0.06) G/K/ % Sr. They 
interpreted this result as a proof for increase in DOS with Sr-concentration x. 
2.4.4 Doping with Erbium (Er3*) 
EPR and resistivity measurement were made on La2.x. 
vErvSrxCu04+5 [67] in both superconducting and normal state with 
lanthanum concentrations 0.15<x<0.35.Powdered samples gave broad Er 
spectra. The characterstic g-value in tetragonal crystalline field was g|=1.3 
and gj.=9.2. In superconducting state of La2-x-yErySrxCu04.§ the line width 
remains approximately constant at low temperature [67]. The exponential 
increase of the Er lmewidth at higher temperature was explained by a 
resonant phonon relaxation process[59]. As structural analysis shows that Er 
ions are not located within Cu-0 planes,they probe a finite carrier density on 
their sites which is clearly demonstrated by a finite Korringa slope b. They 
authors found b=2.6 G/K for x=0.25 and assumed a quadratic dependence of 
b i.e., a linear dependence on the electronic density of states at the Fermi 
level on the Stontium concentration x. No broadening of Er could be 
observed in La2.x.yEryCu04 at low temperatures. This experimental fact 
provides clear evidence that spin fluctuations in the Cu02 planes do not 
influence the resonance of the Er ions which are located outside these 
planes. This suggests that any direct or indirect exchange interaction 
between Er and Cu can be excluded. 
Shimizu et al.[68] made EPR measurement on La2-x-ySrxEryCu04 
ceramic samples with Sr concentrations 0<x<0.35 and doped with 2 % 
erbium. They observed that on increasing temperature, the line width 
increases and this increase in line width was attributed to sum of a Korringa 
term plus phonon induced Orbach term. For x<0.1, the authors found a 
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vanishing Korringa slope b and for Sr concentration x>0.1, it shows a linear 
increase of DOS at Fermi level with Sr-content. The authors [69] found a 
concentration dependence Ax/K for temperature range 200K-100K with a 
maximum value of Sr-concentration close to x=0.15. 
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CHAPTER -3 




High temperature superconductors and their constituents are EPR 
silent [l-12].But some workers [13-16] observed EPR spectra in La2Cu04 
under different experimental conditions and these spectra were thought to 
be from isolated Cu ions with moderate variation in their g value. 
We could not observe any EPR signal in as-prepared La2Cu04.In 
deoxygenated CuO,BaCu02,Y2Cu205 and even in YBa2Cu307.5 [5,17,18] 
Cu-monomer,dimers and tetramers have been identified.The occurrence of 
EPR spectra in deoxygenated samples [5,17,18] prompted us to check EPR 
in deoxygenated La2Cu04.When La2Cu04 was quenched from temperature 
of preparation (1000 °C) to liquid nitrogen temperature it gave very 
interesting spectra.The frequently occurring species after quenching were 
Cu-tetramers and monomers.So, EPR investigations in quenched La2Cu04 
and their analysis is the subject matter of this chapter and will be dealt in 
detail. 
3.2. Crystal Structure 
To statrt with study of La2Cu04 and its Ba and Sr doped high 
temperature superconductors,it is very important to know their crystal 
structure because without this knowledge it is very difficult to make serious 
conjecture about their properties. 
La2Cu04+5 have been reported to be consisting of two nearly identical 
orthorhombic phases [25].The structure has been described with space 
group Fmmm [21].Later the space group Bmab [25],Cmca [26], a=5.3548 
A0 b=5.4006 A0 and c=13.1529 A0 have been reported. 
The doped compounds La2.xMxCu04 crystallize with tetragonal 
K2NiF4 sructure,while doped La2Cu04 crystallize with an orthorhombically 
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distorted modification.This structure is built up by flats sheets of corner 
sharing CuC>6 octahedra (hence the name "Layer Perovskite") that are 
separated by La(Sr/Ba) atoms [19] as shown in Fig.3.1.The first structure 
refinement reported by Jorgenson et al., [20] indicates that La2.xMxCu04 
compound bears a space group Vmmm with a=3.7873 A0 and c=13.2883 
A0 at 295K.The octahedra Cu06 is found to be elongated and this 
elongation is attributed to Jahn-Teller effect [21] or an ordering of electron 
holes in dx2-y2 orbitals [22]. 
An orthorhombic lattice distortion in La2.xMxCu04 was first seen for 
M=Sr, from XRD by Fleming et al [23].The lattice transformation 
temperature Ti,occurrs above Tc and decreases with the increase in Sr 
concentration [24]. 
3.3. Experimental Details 
La2Cu04 was prepared by the standard solid state reaction route by 
mixing the ingredients of high purity in stoichiometric ratios and was kept 
at 1000 °C for five days with intermediate grindigs.The formation of 
monophase was checked by XRD which tallied with the XRD pattern of 
La2Cu04 reported by Zhang et al.[27].The deoxygenation of the compound 
was done by quenching the prepared samples from 1000 C to liquid 
nitrogen temperature.The weight loss of the compound on deoxygenation 
was attributed to oxygen loss. The XRD pattern of the compound before and 
after deoxygenation were found to be same as shown in Fig.3.2 a,b 
respectively .All the EPR spectra were recorded on X-band RE-
2X,JEOL(Japan) ESR spectrometer with 100 kHz field modulation.XRD 
pattern were recorded on a Philips PW 1050 using monochromatic Cu K^ 
radiation. 
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F i g . 3 . 2 . XRD p a t t e r n of (a) unquenched La0CuO, and 
(b) quenched La0CuO. L 4 
I 4 
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After repeated trials, it was noted that the EPR spectra differed a little 
from sample to sample,i.e. from one batch of preparation to the other.Even in 
one batch of preparation, the spectra differed a little from portion to portion 
of the sample.But the difference has been in details and not in the essence. 
The reason for this difficulty may be that when La2Cu04 is deoxygenated by 
quenching,the unbroken Cu02 plane of the compound gets broken into 
fragments of various sizes.On different quenching, the size of the fragments 
may not be reproducible. It is guessed that very big fragments do not give 
any signal because original AF order preventing the unquenched sample 
from giving any signal still remained intact in them.The fragments of the 
intermediate size give signals and their positions may vary from sample to 
sample depending upon their size[28] and are generally shifted towards 
lower field side. In La2Cu04,the spectra from Cu-monomers and Cu-
tetramers could be identified and analysed.One broad signal which was 
nearly structureless and overlapped with the Cu monomer signal could not 
be analysed. 
In the powder specimen,some small crystallites (size ~ 200-400 |im) 
could be found which gave orientation dependent spectra.The crystallites 
were small and their faces were not well developed.lt was very difficult to 
identify their crystallographic axes and handle them during experiment.For 
the ease of handling,one crystallite was chosen and embedded in wax which 
was cut into the blocks of rectangular size .The wax was transparent and the 
position and orientation of the embedded crystallite could be seen through 
the wax.Many such samples were prepared. During the angular variation 
study, these blocks were oriented in different directions in the magnetic 
field and the spectra were monitored.The direction in which the maximum 
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spread spectrum was obtained was assigned as the z-axis and plane 
perpendicular to it as the xy-plane.The rotating the block along the assigned 
z-direction, the x-, y- and z-axes could be located after many trials on 
several crystallites.No correlation of these axes could be established with 
the actual crystallographic axes.However,in some cases, when any plane 
face could be seen, the estimated z-axis was found to be perpendicular to 
that face. 
3.4. Results and Discussions 
The main features of the EPR spectra observed in La2Cu04 can be 
categorized as follows. 
(i) It consists of a 4-line pattern on low field side of the spectrum.The 
spacing between the lines is so great that the 4-line pattern cannot be 
assigned to usual hyperfine structure of Cu~+ (with S=l/2 and I=3/2).The 
mean g-value for this pattern is also far from the characterstic g-value « 2.2 
of Cu ion.There is no other alternative than to interpret it as the fine 
structure of a system with S=2 which may be obtained by the ferromagnetic 
coupling of 4 Cu2+ ions in the (CuO)4 units present in the CuC>2 layer.Any 
interference from impurities or contaminants has been ruled out and the 4-
line patterns have been detected in all the compounds containing CuC>2 
layers investigated by us, though the Spin-Hamiltonian parameters vary 
from case to case. 
(ii) A set of 4 lines was obtained in the high field side of the spectrum.On 
the basis of the separation and its g-value, this was assigned to the hyperfine 
structure of Cu . 
(iii) A broad signal which overlaps both the signals described in (i) and (ii) 
and has no special structural features.Its presence some times makes the 
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identification of the signals of the 4-line pattern both in (i) and (ii) 
difficult.Due to large width and absence of any structural features, it is 
difficult to interpret this signal.lt can either be assigned to copper clusters of 
intermediate size as mentioned earlier or to unresolved fine structure pattern 
of another variety of Cu tetramer.In most of the cases [5,17,18] cited 
above,two sets of Cu-tetramers have been identified.The origin of more than 
one set of Cu tetramers can be explained as follows. When fragmentation of 
CuC>2 planes takes place, they may form planar (CuO)4 [Fig.3.3(b)] entities 
or (CuO)4 entities attached with one or more disordered oxygen ions giving 
them square pyramidal structure or distorted octahedral structure as shown 
inFig.3.3c,d. 
In different samples, the relative strength of these signals has not been 
exactly same. We shall show some representative spectra from those samples 
where the fine structure lines of S=2 system or the hyperfine structure of 
Cu are better resolved. Some representative spectra depicting the 4-line 
fine structure are shown in Fig.3.4 along with the Cu monomer signal.In 
Fig.3.5 some representative spectra clearly showing the 4-line splitting of 
Cu2+ monomer signal are shown .The presence of broad signal can be noted 
in each spectrum. 
The angular variation of the S=2 spectra in three mutually perpendicular 
planes by rotating the crystallite about the x-,y- and z-axes identified by the 
method described earlier is presented in Fig.3.6.The angular variation of 
hyperfine structure of Cu monomer spectrum in zx- or yz-plane is shown 
in Fig.3.7.The site symmetry of the Cu monomers seems to be tetragonal 
and the symmetry of the (CuO)4 entities seems to be orthorhombic from this 
study. 
F i g . 3.3 (a) Extended network of CuO, in t h e h igh Tc 
s u p e r c o n d u c t o r s . An i s o l a t e d Cu- te t ramer 
enc losed by so l i d thick l i n e s . 
(b) Square p l a n a r Cu-tetramer 
(c) Copper t e t r a m e r at tached with one oxygen ion 
,.,.— -•--... g iv ing s q u a r e pyramidal s t r u c t u r e . 
^^.v*"* X" . : ' ^d )popper t e t r a m e r at tached with two oxygen 
/r'^r
jr
'' \ V > £ o n s g i v i n g d i s t o r t e d octahedral s t r u c t u r e . 





Fig. 3.4. Representative spectra of copper tetramer in 
l^CuO^. (a) Showing 4 Lines denoted by f. , f2> 
f, ind f, , (b) Collapse of four lines into two. 
(c) Collapse of four lines into one. Also 
2+ hyperfine structure of Cu monomer signal on the 
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F i g . 3 . 5 . Representative spectra of copper monomer 
showing hyperfine s tructure . Pos i t ions of 
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ANGLE(6) 
Fig. 3.7. Angular variation of hyperfine structure of 
copper monomer. 
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The fine sructure spectra of the Cu tetramers have been analysed by using 
the Spin-Hamiltonian proposed by Stankowski and others [29-31].They 
haive rightly argued that a four one-half spin system is essentially 16-fold 
degenerate and, under the action of isotropic Heisenberg exchange 
interaction^ is split into six levels,one 5-fold, three 3-fold and two 
singlets.The present spectra are due to 5-fold degenerate level which is 
further split due to anisotropic Heisenberg exchange interaction and the 
magnetic field applied in EPR experiment.According to the Spin-
Hamiltonian [29-3 l],the energy values of the four transitions among the five 
levels of the S=2 system satisfying the selection rule AMS=± 1 are as 
follows: 
W2->W,=gPH+3/2u+5/2v 
Wj^Wo =g0H+l/2 u -5 v (3.1) 
W0->W.i=gPH-l/2u+5v 
W.!->W.2 =g|3H-3/2 u -5/2 v 
Where, 
u=D(3Cos20-l)+3E Cos20> Sin29 
and 
v= (a/10-b/2)(5Cos29+3-8 Sin22 0)+c Cos20 Sin29 (7Cos29-l) 
+(a/2-7/2b)Cos4d> Sin40 
The Spin-Hamiltonian parameters were determined by the numerical fitting 
of the data and are found to be-
gz=3.17, gx=3.50, gy=3.62 
D=271 gauss E=-l gauss 
a= -10 gauss, b= 5 gauss, c= 5 gauss 
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Fig.3.6 presents the actual data points and the theoretical curve based on the 
above calculated Spin-Hamiltonian parameters.The deviation between the 
experimental and calculated values are some times of the order of 50 
gauss.This large discrepency can be assigned to large width and vanishingly 
small intensity of the individual components at certain orientations. 
The hyperfine structure spectrum of Cu monomer plotted in Fig.3.7 
has been analysed by the Spin-Hamiltonian: 
H=p gy HZ.SZ + (3gl(HxSx +HySj.) + AK (S J0+A± (SxIx+SyIy) (3.2) 
and the parameters obtained are: 
gn = 2.11, g± = 2.47 
Ay = 125 gauss Aj. = 108 gauss 
but discrepencies here beween the theoretical curve and the experimental 
points are not more than 10 gauss.lt may be mentioned here that in some 
investigations [32] the signal due to Cu monomer does not show hyperfine 
splitting which may be explained as due to different arrangement of 
different number of displaced oxygen ions around Cu . 
It should be noted that the Cu tetramers have appeared in all cases 
[5,17,18] investigated by us in systems connected with high-Tc 
superconductors,but the Spin-Hamiltonian parameters in each case have 
been some what different.If the spectra are to be attributed to isolated 
copper clusters,then in each case, the same spectra should be obtained. As 
this is not the case, then it should be concluded that there is some effect of 
interlayer coupling on the spectra or different type of oxygen attachment to 
the (CuO)4 units. 
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Frequently occurring species of Cu-tetramers in quenched La2Cu04, 
prompted us to make EPR study on quenched I^CuO* doped with Ba and 
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EPR STUDY OF 
Lai.8iSro.i9Cu04 and LaL94Bao.o6Cu04 
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4.1 Introduction 
In preceding chapter, it was shown that quenched La2Cu04 gave EPR 
spectra of Cu-monomer and tetramers. The properties of La2Cu04 on doping 
with Ba or Sr change in a fascinating way i.e. several phase transitions [1] 
come into picture as evidenced from the phase diagram shown in Fig. 
4.1.The Cu spins in undoped La2Cu04 order antiferromagnetically but 
substitution of Sr for La introduces holes in the Cu02 plane and the Neel 
temperature (TN) drops rapidly. At about x=0.02 long range magnetic order 
is completely destroyed but 2D short range ordering still persists. The Neel 
temperature vanishes not only with Ba or Sr doping but also due to 
nonstoichiometry of oxygen content [2,3]. 
We could not find any EPR signal in Lai.8iSro.i9Cu04 (LaSr) and 
Lai.94Bao.o6Cu04 (LaBa) single crystals and this EPR silence is in accord 
with earlier reported works [4,5]. In view of our earlier EPR studies [6-11], 
the crystals of LaSr and LaBa were quenched from 1000°C to liquid 
nitrogen temperature and very interesting EPR spectra resulted in the form 
of Cu-tetramers and monomers. The objectives of this chapter are two fold, 
(i) To extend the EPR study carried out on La2Cu04 as discussed in 
chapter 3 to 214-superconductors because Cu02 plane is common to all 
these compounds. 
(ii) To understand x-dependence of Tc in La2.xMxCu04 [M = Ba, Sr] in 
the frame work of a model depending on hole occupancy. The interesting 
feature of La2.xMxCu04 system is the dependence of Tc on x [12,13], that is, 
small x gives it semiconducting property and then Tc increases with x and 
after some value, it starts decreasing. In barium containing compounds, Tc 
increases from x = 0.04 to 0.08, then starts decreasing and at x = 0.125, Tc 
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La„ Sr CuO, 2-x x 4 Fig.. 4.1. Phase diagram for 
summarizing structural, magnetic and 
transport properties. [Ref. 1] 
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becomes zero and then again starts increasing, goes to another maximum at 
x = 0.20 and again Tc becomes zero at x=0.25. In strontium containing 
compounds, Tc starts increasing after x = 0.04 and goes to the maximum at 
x=0.15 and then starts decreasing and at x=0.34 the substance becomes 
metallic. 
4.2 Experimental Details 
1. The single crystals of Lai.8iSro.i9Cu04 and Lai.94Bao.o6Cu04 were 
supplied to us by K. Schlenga [14], after they have performed 
magnetoresistance studies on them.As prepared crystals of 
Lai.8iSr0.i9CuO4 and Lai.94Bao.o6Cu04 were superconducting (Tc« 16K) 
and insulating respectively .For quenching the crystals were heated at 
1000 °C for 12 hours and dropped into the liquid nitrogen bath. 
2. Lai.96Sr0.04CuO4 was prepared by usual solid state reaction route at the 
calcination temperature of 1000°C. The heating was done for five days 
with intermittent grindings. The specimen was in powder form. 
3. The spectra were recorded on RE-2X, ESR spectrometer (JEOL, 
JAPAN) working in X-band with 100 kHz field modulation at room 
temperature. 
4.3 Results and Discussions 
Lai.96Sr0.04CuO4: It gave only a very broad signal as shown in the Fig.4.2. 
Lai.giSro.i9Cu04 (LaSr) : The spectrum consists of two sets of 4 line 
patterns attributable to two kinds of copper-tetramers generated in the 
substance on deoxygenation. The position and spacing between the lines of 
the 4 line set were so much that they can not be attributed to the hyperfine 
structure of Cu2h ion as expected in La18iSro.i9Cu04. So they are assigned to 
fine structure of a S=2 system which may arise due to the ferromagnetic 
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0 2500 
MAGNETIC FIELD(GauSS) 5000 
Fig. 4.2. EPR spectrum of Lai.96Sr0.04Cu04 s h o w i nS very 
broad signal. 
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coupling of the spins of 4 Cu ions, when (CuO)4 entities in the Cu02 plane 
get dissociated from the network by the rupture of 8 oxygen bonds 
surrounding each (CuO)4 unit as shown in Fig.3.3(a) and become 
magnetically isolated from the network. Some representative spectra of these 
two sets are shown in Fig.4.3 and their angular variations in different 
crystallographies planes for first and second sets are shown in Figs.4.4 &4.5 
respectively. The Spin-Hamiltonian proposed by Stankowski et al. [15-17] 
was used for determining Spin-Hamiltonian parameters for the four lines 
patterns of S=2 system. The Spin-Hamiltonian parameters employing Eqs. 
(3.1) have been given in Table 1. 
Lai.94Bao.o6Cu04 (LaBa) : This also gave two sets of 4 lines each. Some 
representative spectra of the two sets are given in Fig. 4.6 and the angular 
variations of first and second set in different planes are given in Figs. 4.7 
and 4.8 respectively. The Spin-Hamiltonian parameters are given in Table 1. 
In this compound, the signal intensity reduces as time passes after 
deoxygenation and after a few days («10 days), it completely vanishes. This 
may be due to migration of disordered oxygen to original positions. The 
possibility of the crystal, catching the oxygen from the atmosphere is ruled 
out, because no weight gain was recorded. The spectra discussed here are 
those which were taken on the first day of the quenching of the sample. 
There is much difference in the spectra of La2Cu04 (chapter 3) and 
those of La181Sr0.i9CuO4 and Lai.94Bao.06Cu04. There is only one set of 4 line 
pattern in La2Cu04, whereas in each of LaSr and LaBa there are two sets of 
4 lines each. In La2Cu04, either only one set is present or if both 




Fig. 4.3. Representative EPR spectra of La^ g ^ Q ^gCuO^ 
having two sets of 4 line .pattern i.e. 
.a,b,c,d and 2a,b,c,d, Top figure - 70° from 
a-axis in ab plane. Bottom Fig. alone a-axis 
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Fig. 4.6. Representative spectra of La. q^aQ OS^U^A having 
two sets of 4 lines each. Lines on nigh field side 
could not be analysed. 
Top Figure - Along b-axis in ab plane 
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Cu-monomer signal. By comparison of intensity and position, the one set of 
La2Cu04 can be correlated with the first set of LaSr and LaBa. The mean g 
value according to the relation gmean=(gx2+gy2+gz2)1/2 for La2Cu04 is 3.435; 
for the first set of Lai.8iSr0.i9CuO4 it is equal to 2.946 and for the first set of 
Laj 94Bao.o6Cu04 it is equal to 2.730. The D and E values are quite different 
in La2Cu04 from those of LaSr and LaBa as can be seen from Table 1. The 
changes in the spectra of doped La2Cu04 (Sr & Ba doping)as compared to 
undoped La2Cu04 may be attributed to several phase transitions depicted in 
Fig.4.1. 
Regarding occurrence of two kinds of Cu-tetramers, it may be said 
that one of them may arise due to planar (CuO)4 unit (Fig.3.3b) and the 
other set might have been formed by the attachment of one or two 
disordered oxygen ion to the planar (CuO)4 unit (Fig.3.3c) giving it square 
pyramidal or distorted octahedral shape(Fig.3.3d). The displacement of 
oxygen ions from their normal position is quite possible in the process of 
quenching. On the basis of intensity, the first set of both LaSr and LaBa 
may be attributed to planar (CuO)4 tetramer and the second to the Cu-
tetramers attached with oxygen. On quenching there is more chance of 
planar (CuO)4 units being present than those with oxygen attachment and 
hence its intensity should be more than that of other species. 
Now, the second objective of this chapter will be discussed, that is, 
in LaSr and LaBa, Tc depends on x in an anomalous fashion. Sudden 
depression of conductivity in LaBa at x=0.125 has been explained by 
Rarneev et al. [18] to be due to some sort of localization of charge carriers. 
But What is the mechanism of localization has not been dealt with. A 
tentative, explanation is given as follows. When strontium or barium is 
I , \cc. N\> ); !i 
\ ••' \ ' ? V 
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incorporated in La2Cu04, it gets distributed in the LaO plane replacing La 
and creating corresponding number of holes. It is conjectured that the 
influence of each Sr or Ba ion extends over certain area (area of influence) 
covering few unit cells in the LaO planar sub lattice and so long there is 
vacant area, the new Sr or Ba ions will not enter the areas of influence of 
already present ions. New ions will enter new areas and the addition of more 
ions will proportionately increase the number of holes or charge carriers 
resulting into increased conductivity. After a certain concentration, the new 
ions will start encroaching in the already occupied area of influence and 
producing two holes in that area. The two holes may combine in a manner 
that they are no longer able to carry charge. The seats of the holes are 
oxygen ions in the plane converting 0 " to O " ion. The two nearby O " ions 
may combine to form Q^ " molecule, thus localizing both the holes and thus 
suppressing superconductivity. Coordination of peroxide Q "^ ion to metal 
centers or metal complexes has been observed in many cases [19] and its 
stretching vibrational frequency has been found to be approximately 800 
cm"1. Raman spectra of La2Cu04, LaSr and LaBa have been investigated by 
Sugai et al. [19-20] and it has been observed that in going from parent 
compound to LaSr and LaBa, the spectrum undergoes remarkable change. 
The most notable change has been seen in the bjg spectral line of 
Lai.8Sro.2Cu04 (polarisation of incident light parallel to (111) and of the 
scattered light (llO) direction) where a new line which did not exist in 
parent compound appears whose frequency is 800 cm" . Origin of this 
frequency has not been interpreted by Sugai et al.[19] because the authors 
while doing this had another problem in mind, i.e., to show whether the 
system behaves as Fermi liquid or marginal Fermi liquid. It will be shown a 
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little later that the 0<£ vibration created in LaSr system will have 
polarization directed along (110) or (110) direction. A challenging and 
useful experiment will be to record this vibration in enriched LaBr with O17 
replacing O16. In that case due to enhanced 'reduced mass' and same force 
constant, the reduction in the frequency of the order of 24 cm1" should be 
observed. The sample Lai.8iSr0.i9CuO4 chosen by Sugai et al.[19] had 
enough concentration of Sr so that each area of influence contains two Sr 
ions or two holes so that Oa~ concentration becomes sufficient to show up in 
the Raman spectra. When all the areas of influence have been occupied by 
two holes,introduction of additional Sr or Ba ions will create unpaired holes 
in each area which will cause conductivity and again after exceeding certain 
concentration, the third unpaired hole may get paired off thus again 
reducing conductivity. Here only rise and fall of electrical conductivity has 
been explained and not superconductivity. The superconductivity 
mechanism may arise from some other kind of pairing, which may take 
place while the holes are still unpaired and certainly not the pairing 
discussed here which results into the formation of peroxide O "^ radical. 
In LaSr, the transition temperature Tc increases continuously from 
x=0.15 and then starts decreasing. In LaBa, Tc increases continuously from 
x=0.05 to 0.08 and then starts decreasing, vanishes at x=0.13 and again 
starts increasing upto x=0.20 and then decreasing and again falls to zero at 
x=0.25. With this dependence of Tc on x or the chemical composition of the 
compound giving highest Tc, the area of influence of one hole substitution 
can be estimated in each case. A two dimensional rectangular sublattice of 
LaSr and LaBa is shown in Figs. 4.9a and 4.9b respectively. The figures 



















Fig. 4.9 (a) La-0 extended network in La^ g5S ro l5C u 04 
system, square with a hole (H) i s t i cked . The 
other 12 squares (crossed) show the area of 
in f luence . 
(b) 
La-0 extended network in La^ g2^ao 08^u^4 
system, square with a hole (H) i s t i cked . The 
other 24 squares (crossed) show the area of 
in f luence . 
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extends upto all squares marked by crosses. In LaBa, one hole may cover 
area of 13 squares enclosed by solid lines (Fig. 4.9a) and in LaBa an area of 
25 squares also enclosed by solid lines (Fig. 4.9b). It shows that out of 13 La 
atoms in LaSr,one has been replaced by Sr or there is 7.7% probability of Sr 
and 92.3% probability of La which is in agreement with the composition 
La3.85Sro.i5Cu04. In LaBa, out of 25 La, one is replaced by Ba and thus 
making composition Lai^Bao.osCuC^, these are the chemical compositions 
which show highest Tc in the respective compounds. 
As shown in the Fig. 4.9a the two ions which can form peroxidse 0{ 
ions lie along (110) or (110) direction and the polarisation direction should 
also be along the stretching direction of (V molecule as has been observed 
in the Raman spectrum [19,20] of LaSr compound. 
The separation of these two O" ions in the undisturbed lattice of LaSr 
is calculated to be 2.67 A0 whereas reported values of O j separation is 1.49 
A0 [21]. It has been found invariably that when an ion of ionic radius 
different from the original one is substituted in the lattice, the lattice gets 
locally deformed. In the present case, the ionic radius of La3+ is 1.04 A0 and 
that of the substituent Sr2+ = 1.20 A0 and Ba2+=1.38 A0. Therefore squares 
containing Sr2+ or Ba2+ may be deformed or puckered so that two O1" ions 
are pushed near each other. Moreover the original O"' ions now become O " 
ions after the advent of the hole thus decreasing repulsion between them and 
thus there is much likelihood of two O " ions coming closer than the original 
separation. 
Another question that needs discussion is why the area of influence of 
Ba =25 squares (Fig. 4.9b) is much more than that of Sr =13 squares 
(Fig. 4.9a). This may be explained as due to larger ionic radius of Ba =1.38 
A0 in comparison to that of Sr2+=1.20 A0. 
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In our discussion, we have seen that the holes are generated in LaO 
planes but for superconductivity the holes should flow in CuC>2 planes. But 
by now it has been established [22,23] that LaO planes are reserviors of 
holes and flow through CuC>2 planes to cause superconductivity. 
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CHAPTERS 
EPR STUDY OF La^Sro^CuC^ 
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5.1.Introduction 
High temperature superconductors do not give EPR spectra[l-6].But 
when quenching of high temperature superconducting materials and its 
related compounds [7-14] was done from temperature of preparation to 
liquid nitrogen temperature, they gave EPR spectra of different type and 
these spectra were attributed to spin polarized Cu-tetramers,dimers and 
monomers.Spin polarized clusters have been reported by some other 
workers also[15-18]. Our experience has been that the products obtained 
after quenching are stable in some cases and in some other cases change 
with time,probably due to oxygen rearrangement in the structure.Our earlier 
studies [7-14]were carried out on a particular day after quenching of the 
materials,so no ageing effect could be noticed.In the present case the time 
evolution of the structure has been found and studied. 
When quenching of amorphous materials was done,some portions of 
the materials did not give any signal but others gave signals i.e.,the signal 
giving species were situated as islands in the bulk material showing 
statistical nature of fragmentation.When quenching was done on the 
crystals,this kind of distinction could not be made.Here,we are reporting the 
results of EPR study of Lai^Sro.ueCuC^ crystal and its temperature 
variation from room temperature to liquid nitrogen temperature (LNT). For 
comparison,the temperature variation of EPR spectra of a non-
superconductor CaCu02 is also included.The spectra of quenched samples 
change with time,so the ageing effect in the spectra of Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 has 
been studied. Spectra in three distinct stages of the crystal could be recorded 
and will be discussed later. 
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5.2. Experimental Details 
The single crystals of Lai.854Sr0.i46CuO4 were made available to us by 
K.Schlenga,after he has performed magneto-resistance studies on them.For 
quenching,the crystal was heated in air at 1000 °C for 12 hours and directly 
dropped into the liquid nitrogen bath.The experiment on Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 
was repeated several times for determining the reproducibility of time 
variation of the spectrum.lt was found that when the spectra consisted of the 
signals due to monomer,dimer and tetramerjts time variation was 
reproducible.However,on quenching from lower temperature («900 °C)the 
spectrum consisted of signal due to monomer only which remained 
unchanged for a long time.After each quenching,the weight of the crystal 
was measured and found to be the same as that of the original crystal.lt was 
assumed that the oxygen content in the compound was 4(as characterized 
and supplied to us).All the substances were moved out of the magnetic field 
between the experiments.Long after quenching when Lai.854Sr0.i46CuO4 
again became EPR silent,no increase of weight was registered ruling out 
capturing of oxygen or water vapour from atmosphere.CaCu02 was 
prepared by usual solid state reaction route and it was tested by XRD for 
purity .Before and after quenching,no significant change was found in the 
XRD pattern of CaCu02.All the spectra were recorded on RE-
2X(JEOL,JAPAN)X-band ESR spectrometer working with 100 kHz field 
modulation.All the spectra were recorded at RT except where temperature 
variation has been mentioned. 
5.3. Results 
We report our results in the following order: 
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1. The ageing effect on Lai.854Sr0.i46CuO4. 
2. Temperature variation of the CaCu02 and Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 
5.3.1. The ageing effect on Lai^Sro.^CuC^ 
The Lai.854Sr0.i46CuO4 single crystal before quenching was EPR silent 
and just ten days after quenching it again became EPR silent.In this span of 
ten days,it produced the spectra of different types which have been studied 
and reported here in chronological order.On the first day after quenching,the 
spectrum consisted of signals due to dimers,tetramers and monomers as 
shown in Fig.5.1.The dimer is recognized by its earlier identified g 
value[10],the tetramer is recognized by its four component fine structure 
splitting and monomer by its usual g value.On the second and third day,the 
signals due to dimers,tetramers and monomer continued but the intensity of 
dimer signal decreased.Three days after quenching,the appearance of the 
spectrum changed much,consisting of signal due to tetramer and monomer 
only [Fig. 5.2(a)] .It is to be noted that dimer signal vanishes now and the 
possible explamation may be as follows. As for the vanishing of the spectra 
due to Cu-dimer after the first day of quenching is concerned, it may be 
inferred that dimers gradually convert to monomer or combine to form 
tetramers. But as there is no sudden increase of either monomer or tetramer 
signal intensity,both processes perhaps take place with equal 
probability.Trie spectrum represented by Fig.5.2(a) continued for three more 
days and we could perform angular variation study which is shown in 
Fig.5.3. The spin Hamiltonian proposed by Stankowski et al.,[19-20] for 
S=2 was employed. The Spin-Hamiltonian parameters were calculated by 




MAGNETIC FIELD(GausS) ^000 
Fig. 5.1. Signal due to dimer (Dt 2) , tetramer (T^T^) and 
monomer (M) in La^
 854Sr0 146Cu04 on first day 
after quenching, recorded at RT with magnetic 
field along a-axis. 
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MAGNETIC FIELD(Gauss) <f000 
Fig. 5.2 (a) Resolved fine structure of tetramer signal 
along with the monomer signal observed from 
4th to 6th day after quenching. Recorded at RT 
with magnetic field along a-ax!s . 
s e p a r a t e signals (^ &B) of two tetramers 
recorded with the magnetic f ie ld along a-axis 
of the c r y s t a l . 
recorded with magnetic field a t 45° from the 
a - a x i s . I t shows 4 line s p l i t t i n g . Solid dots 
r ep re sen t the peak positions of the s igna l s , 
recorded with magnetic field along b -ax i s . U 
r e p r e s e n t s unidentified signal (may be due to 
some Cu-clusters) and M is due to Cu-monomer. 
(b) , ( c ) and (d) were recorded a t RT from 7th 







Fig. 5.3. Angular variation of tetramer signal shown in 
Fig. 5.2(a). 
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D=240 gauss E=12 gauss. 
During this period if the tetramer (CuO)4 would have been completely 
isolated (Fig.5.4a),it would have given isotropic signal. As it shows large g 
vajiation,probably some oxygen ions remain attached to it as shown in the 
Fig.5.4(b,c).On rotation along b or a-axis,signal due to monomer could be 
seen but the tetramer signal becomes absent. It seems that spins of Cu-
tetramers are confined in ab plane and in all cases spectra were recorded 
with magnetic field in ab plane. 
From 7th to 9th day,the spectrum was quite complex and 
interesting.The signal completely vanished on 10th day .The spectra 
obtained from 7th to 9th day will be discussed in detail because of their 
interesting features.lt consisted of two signals A and B and a signal due to 
monomer M and an unidentified signal U as shown in Fig.5.2(b).Some 
representative spectra are also shown in Figs. 5.2(c) and 5.2(d).Both the 
signals A and B are quite asymmetrical and taper off in the opposite 
directions as is evident in Fig.5.2(c). 
The spectra throughout have not been well resolved with clear four 
line pattern representing fine structure of a S=2 system.The reason may be 
the hole inside the isolated (CuO)4 unit responsible for giving spectrum.lt 
has been suggested [21] that the introduction of the hole in the AFM Cu02 
planes induces the formation of spin polarized ferromagnetic clusters which 
have low mobility, whereas the hole inside the clusters is highly mobile.lt 
has been shown that such a process is favoured by the lowering of kinetic 
energy compared to the magnetic energy required for turning the Cu spins 
from AFM configuration.Our studies [6-14] have revealed that when a hole 
enters (CuO)4 network,its spin does not combine with the resultant spin S=2 
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Fig. 5.4 (a) Isolated Cu-tetramer (CuO), unit. 
(b) Copper tetramer (CuO), unit attached with 
one oxygen ion. 
(c) Copper tetramer (CuO), unit attached with two 
oxygen ions . 
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of the isolated (CuO)4 unit.There seems to be the cross-relaxation between 
the hole spin and the spins of Cu2+ ions.In this mechanism,the hole spins 
relax too rapidly to be detected by EPR, yet influence the width of the lines 
due to Cu spins.This may explain not well resolved structure of the sample 
though being in the crystalline form. 
The angular variation of the spectra obtained from 7th to 9th day has 
been plotted in Fig.5.5 and the parameters of the spin-Hamiltonian [19,20] 
have been determined.Seeing the angular variation plot in Fig.5.5,there are 
two possibilities of the interpretation of the spectrum:(i) both the Cu-
tetramer represented by A and B belong to different species and (ii) both A 
and B are similar species but give two different patterns because of 
antiferromagnetic coupling between them.In AF coupled system,the 
frequencies of two signals are given by [22,23] 
0)o = Y[Ho+Ha(2HE+Ha)]1/2 
where,Ho=applied field, Ha=anisotropy field and HE=exchange field,or if 
the experiment is carried out at the same frequency,the difference in the 
magnetic field positions between the two signals can be equated to 
2[Ha(2HE+Ha)]1/2 whose magnitude is angle dependent. 
The second interpretation can be verified by magnetic measurements 
which may give the values of the anisotropy and the exchange fields.In the 
Fig.5.5,the dotted line shows the g-variation of the two similar species if 
there would not have been any antiferromagnetic coupling between 
them.According to the first interpretation,when the two species are 
supposed to be independent.The spin-Hamiltonian parameters for both the 
species are given on next page-
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0003 (ssnB9)ai3ld3U3N9VW 008 
•p i 
For species A For speciesB 
ga =5.917 ga =3.276 
gb =2.693 gb = 2.693 
D = 178 gauss D = 180 gauss 
E=22 gauss E = 26 gauss 
a = -12 gauss a = -20 gauss 
b = -1 gauss b = 4 gauss 
c = -8 gauss c = 9 gauss 
In both the 4 line patterns,the angular variation is not very smooth,but there 
occur some additional extrema as at « 60° in B and at « 140° in A.Such 
additional extirema are explained by fourth order term in the spin-
Hamiltonian [20] which are represented by the parameters a,b and c. 
It is more likely that the two 4-line pattern represent different species 
because the positions of the additional extrema are quite different.But the 
question is that the tetramers originate from the same Cu02 planes after 
being isolated from the bulk,why they should be different to give so different 
g values as noted above.The possibility is that the one tetramer is completely 
isolated and the other maintains some degree of association in the Cu02 
plane as shown in Fig. 5.4(b,c). 
The behaviour of the spectrum with passage of time shows that there 
is continuous rearrangement of oxygen atoms inside the crystal and on 10th 
day original structure(AF) of Q1O2 plane is restored. 
5.3.2. Temperature variation of the spectra of CaCu02 and 
La1.854Sr0.i46CuO4 
The Cu-tetramers have been observed both in non superconducting 
and superconducting materials.To establish any difference between two 
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types of Cu-tetramers,the temperature variation of the spectra of 
CaCuC>2(non superconductor) and Lai^Sro^CuC^superconductor) were 
studied. 
(a) CaCu02 
The tetramer spectrum of CaCu02 was examined at temperatures 
from RT to LNT and it was found that the spectrum shifted continuously 
towards the lower magnetic field side on cooling the substance and 
simultaneously decreased in intensity as shown in the Fig.5.6.From RT to 
LNT, the intensity of the spectrum decreased in the ratio 5:2. 
(b) La1.854Sro.i46Cu04 
In this compound the tetramer signal continuously shifts from 2700 
gauss(RT) to 930 gauss (HOK).From 11 OK to 90 K the tetramer signal 
becomes unstable by broadening and lengthening and ultimately vanishes.A 
new signal appears at 90K at the magnetic field value of 600 gauss.Between 
11 OK and 90K both signals are present in the spectra with the varying 
intensities.The behavior of the spectra between 11 OK and 90K is shown in 
Fig.5.7. 
In CaCu0.2,the Cu-tetramer signal continuously shifts to lower field side 
from RT to LNT with decrease in intensity,but in Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 it first 
shifts to lower field then converts to a new species near 100K without any 
change in intensity in the process.Initial down field shift both in CaCu02 and 
Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 may be due to FM order setting in the system as seen in 
various compounds[24-26].The difference in the behaviour of the spectra of 
CaCu02(non superconducting) and Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04(superconducting)may 
be due to the fact that in Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04,the 5-fold degenerate level may 
form the ground state but not so in CaCu02 where a singlet may form the 
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0 2000 1+000 
MAGNETIC FIELD(Gauss) 
Fig. 5.6. Shift of tetraraer signal of CaCuO? towards low 
field side on cooling (a) 295K (b) ^ SOK (c) 200K 
(d) 150K (e) 110K (f) 77K 
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ground state. The degeneracies of the levels arising out of a 4 one-half spin 
system has already been discussed in chapter 3.On lowering the 
temperature,the population in the higher pentet level may go on decreasing 
and hence loss of intensity .According to the relation connecting intensity 
and temperature I(T)=I0exp(-AE/KT) (AE=separation between the pentet and 
singlet level)and from the decrease of intensity from RT to LNT in the ratio 
of 5:2,the value of AE in CaCuC>2 is calculated to be 69 cm'1. 
Below 90K,the signal due to Cu-monomer becomes nearly 4-5 times 
stronger than at high temperature[Fig.5.7].It may be attributed to increase in 
relaxation time at lower temperature. 
5.4. Discussions 
During the course of our investigations [6-14] of quenched 
superconductors and their constituents,different kind of fragments of CuC>2 
plane, like Cu-monomers(sharp and broad signals),Cu-dimers(with or 
without fine and hyperfine structures) and Cu-tetramers (square 
planar,square pyramidal.octahedral)[Fig.3.3(b.c.d)],with spin orientations 
parallel or antiparallel to each other have been found.But most frequently 
occurring species has been the Cu-tetramers and there seems to be valid 
reason for their abundance.Two-dimensional Cu02 sheets,whose fragments 
are being observed here have (CuO)4 entities as the unit cells and on sudden 
quenching these unit cells are most probable fragments.Because the unit cell 
reflects the properties of bulk,the study of (CuO)4 units becomes more 
important.Sugai[26] and Roger[27] have earlier used tetramers or 4-spin 
exchange to explain the interaction in high temperature superconductors. 
The Cu02 plane is ordinarily S=l/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet and 
(CuO)4 unit should have zero resultant spin but the isolated (CuO)4 entities 
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0 2000 ^000 
MAGNETIC FIELD(Gauss) 
F i g . 5.7 ( a ) Cu-tetramer (T^-T^) and monomer (M) i n 
L a 1 . 8 5 4 S r 0 . U 6 C u 0 4 a t R T -
(b) Spectra a t 110 K 
( c ) Spectra a t 100 K and 
(d) spec t r a t LNT. 
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observed in our experiments carry total electronic spin S=2 and total 
nuclear spin I=6.But what is the factor that brings about this difference?The 
easily noticeable factor is that in unquenched materials,the (CuO)4 unit is 
bonded to eight oxygen ions in the immediate vicinity(as shown in the 
Fig.3.3(a))but in the quenched materials,these bonds are broken. 
Another important suggestion comes out of the work on the 
temperature variation of the spectra of Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 described earlier.lt 
has been observed that at about 100K there is a great instability in the 
spectrum and the signal due to Cu-tetramer vanishes and a new signal 
appears whose g value is 10.600.The discontinuous change occurring in the 
spectrum particularly at 100K is of great significance.In many high-Tc 
cuprate superconductors and nickelates[28-32],at same temperature, 
formation of quantum stripes has been observed.In La2.xSrxCu04[29]stripe 
formation takes place at 100K,i.e.,the same temperature at which instability 
has set in LaL854Sro.i46Cu04 and therefore instability and discontinuous 
change in the spectrum may be seen as the signature of stripe formation. 
In stripe formation there is no mention of any kind of magnetic order 
being present inside the stripes.In the present case the g value of 10.6 has 
been observed which is not possible without invoking magnetic ordering.In 
the theories connected with stripe formation,the superconductivity has been 
explained in terms of Wigner polaron pair filling factor and 'shape 
resonance'[29]occurring in the Fermi liquid at one of the stripes,but present 
investigation shows that the magnetic ordering should be an additional 
consideration. 
It is possible that when domain size becomes quite large because of 
magnetic ordering at lower temperature as discussed earlier, the system is 
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divided into the domains of smaller size or stripes due to the interplay of 
anisotropy, exchange, magnetic, magnetostrictive and domain wall energies. 
Formation of stripes have been observed by incommensurate reflection in 
neutron and X-ray diffraction studies and these techniques do not employ 
any magnetic field. In EPR,magnetic field has to be necessarily 
employed.There is possibility that magnetic ordering in stripes is caused by 
the external magnetic field and hence observable in EPR but not in 
neutron/X-ray diffraction studies. 
The main findings of the work described in chapters 3, 4 and 5 are 
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In summary, we have carried out EPR studies of La2Cu04 (chapter 
3),Lai.81Sr0.i9CuO4 and Lai.94Bao.o6Cu04 (chapter 4) and La1854Sro.i46Cu04 
(chapter 5) after quenching. 
The most common findings in our study have been the following. 
1. When substances are quenched from high temperature ( a little above the 
temperature of their preparations) to liquid nitrogen temperature, Cu02 
plane of the superconductors are broken into fragments of various 
sizes.The big fragments do not give any EPR signal as the original AFM 
order present in the CuC>2 planes remains intact .The intermediate 
fragments give EPR signal at low field side of the standard g «2 field 
position. Among the smaller fragments, signals from Cu-tetramers, 
dimers and monomers have been detected. 
2. Cu-tetramer signals may come from the species with the chemical 
formula (CuO)4. As there is variation in the Spin-Hamiltonian 
parameters of the Cu-tetramer spectra from substance to substance and 
even within a substance; it is guessed that there are generated more than 
one variety of tetramer units. These (CuO)4 units may be isolated from 
the Cu02 plane by breaking of adjacent bonds or may remain joined 
with the rest of the plane by one or two Cu-0 bonds. Oxygen 
attachments may be in the form that gives the (CuO)4 unit square 
pyramidal or distorted octahedral structure. Similarly Cu-dimer may be 
attached with one or two oxygen ions. They may be arranged in 90° or 
180° geometiy. Single Cu-ions may occupy interstitial sites or 
substitutional site with different oxygen environment or may arrange in 
such a manner that the dipolar interaction becomes quite strong. 
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3. In Cu-tetramers, the spins of the four Cu-ions are coupled 
ferromagnetically making the total electronic spin S=2 and similarly 
for Cu-dimers, the total electronic spin S=l. (CuO)4 in the unit cell of 
all important two-dimensional CuC>2 plane and as unit cell reflects the 
properties of the bulk, the ferromagnetic alignment of 4 Cu spins 
might have some special meaning. Ordinarily, the Cu-tetramer species 
giving S=2 spectra, seems to be magnetically isolated from the bulk 
by the breaking of 8 bonds (Fig.3.3 a) in its immediate vicinity in the 
Cu02 plane. It has been guessed that there is some degree of 
covalency in Cu-0 bond. If a covalent bond is broken, there is 
reduction in the electronic charge density due to the absence of 
overlap or exchange interaction. Exact chemistry of bond formation in 
CuC>2 plane is not known, but if Cu-0 bond is considered to be 12.5% 
covalent, breaking of 8 bonds may amount to loss of a an electron or 
the introduction of a hole in the space occupied by (CuO)4 unit. As the 
conductivity in the high Tc superconductors is through the holes, the 
following equation may hold good. 
Isolated (CuO)4 unit = (CuO)4 unit of actual superconductor 
with a hole inside it 
This equation may justify the detailed study of Cu-tetramers in the 
quenched materials. It may be argued that when a hole travels in the 
Cu02 plane of a superconductor, the spins of the 4 Cu ions in the 
(CuO)4 unit get aligned when the hole passes through it and get 
decoupled when the hole has passed out of it. Thus the spins or 
magnetization may play an important role in the mechanism of high 
temperature superconductivity. In the theories concerned with spin 
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fluctuation, spin interaction or magnon propagation, the 4 spin 
magnetic clusters and their rise and fall in the trail of a passing hole in 
the superconductor must be given due importance. 
4. It has been observed particularly in Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04 that the spins are 
confined to two-dimensional CuC>2 plane. 
5. Cu-tetramer have been observed in quenched superconductors as well 
as in non -superconductors ( which are parent or related materials of 
the cuprate high Tc superconductors). But there is a difference. The 
pentet level of the 4 one-half spin system seems to be the ground state 
of the superconductors and the singlet levels, the ground state of non-
superconductors. A 4 one-half spin system is essentially 16-fold 
degenerate and the Heisenberg isotropic exchange splits into 6 levels; 
one pentet, three triplets and two singlets. This statement is justified 
by studying the temperature variation of the spectra of non-
superconductor CaCu02 and superconductor La1854Sr0.i46CuO4 as 
discussed in chapter 5. 
6. In the compounds La2.xMxCu04 [M=Sr,Ba] Tc depends upon 
x(concentration of M). Attempt has been made to explain this 
phenomenon in chapter 4. 
7. In the temperature variation study of Lai.854Sro.i46Cu04, at about 100K, 
the EPR spectrum shows instability and unusual behaviour and this 
has been interpreted as the signature of quantum stripes formation. 
This is to the best of our knowledge, the first detection of quantum 
stripes formation by EPR. The discussion is in the chapter 5. 
8. It has been noted that the 4-line patterns obtained from Cu-tetramers 
are not well resolved throughout the angular variation study and there 
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have been abrupt changes in intensity of individual lines. The reason 
seems to be cross-relaxation between the hole spin and the spins of the 
Cu-ions of the tetramer. As discussed earlier, in isolated Cu-tetramers, 
the reduction of extra charge density is equivalent to the introduction 
of a hole. In the cross-relaxation, the hole spins are supposed to relax 
too rapidly to be detected by EPR, yet influence the width of the lines 
due to Cu spins. 
In the end, it must be mentioned that the conditions for getting the 
Cu-tetramers are not quite reproducible. Not in every attempt but in a few 
attempts of quenching, the Cu-tetramer are produced and their spectra 
recorded. But one thing has been noted that the quenching which does not 
bring about significant change in the XRD of the material is likely to 
produce Cu-tetramers. Quenching from very high temperatures, may cause 
phase segregation or formation of new phases. To develop reproducible 
conditions for producing tetramers, dimers etc. is still a genuine problem. 
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